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Abstract 

The jigsaw puzzle works as one rotates a puzzle piece to fit into its counterpart piece. Thus, mental rotation is 

expected to occur in solving the puzzle, three-dimensional in the present study. On this point, the process 

might differ from that of a traditional task that compares, or matches, a target stimulus with a reference stim-

ulus. The rationale is because of how the processes would be internally represented in mind. Experiment 1 

was performed through these notions. Besides, Experiment 2 was planned as correlational research to apply 

the results into vocational rehabilitation. The application is intended to detect an association between the per-

formance of mental rotation and that of building blocks. Although similar studies were performed, those meth-

odologies needed more details. Given this point, a unique data-curating technique is proposed in the present 

study to combine mean reaction time and error rate by assigning ranks based on priority. The technique was 

applied to predict those capable of assembling blocks. In addition, whether the strength of the association 

differs was also checked. The present study was conducted as a pilot study to explore its potential, fine-tune 

the design of experiments, and estimate sample size through power analysis. Experiment 1 suggested that 

mental rotation is utilized to fit a puzzle piece into its counterpart and that the task deviates from that of 

matching objects. Experiment 2 indicated that the capability of solving the puzzle among individuals strongly 

associates with that of assembling blocks. Besides, it implied the potential of utilizing the priority-based rank-

ordering technique to predict assembling capabilities among individuals through computer-based behavioral 

data. The results of the present study were contrasted with that of similar research to permeably explain be-

haviors through a proposed unique model. 

 

Introduction 

Mental rotation and jigsaw puzzle. Mental rotation 

is a process in which one mentally rotates an object 

to have the same orientation with a reference stimu-

lus (Shepard & Metzler, 1971). Its unique feature be-

comes apparent in a graph, though they vary across 

studies to some extent, where reaction time linearly 

increases until the angle of 180° per the angular dis-

parity of two stimuli for their mental matching 

(Shepard & Metzler, 1971). Since its first discovery, 

considerable studies have been performed with vari-

ous stimuli to confirm its versatility, such as hands 

(Cooper & Shepard, 1975; Parsons, 1987; Sekiyama, 

1982). 

The stimulus of the hand is distinctive from that 

of an object. This is because it differs in how they are 

interpreted as strategies to work on the tasks: ego-

centric or allocentric (Tomasino & Gremese, 2016). 

The uniqueness of mentally rotating hands becomes 

evident in a graph, where trends of left and right 

hands were indicated to shift symmetrically away 

from the angle of 180° in reaction time (Parsons, 

1987; Sekiyama, 1982). The apparent distinction be-

came lit when studies indicated an association be-

tween physical limitation and perception in mental 

rotation (Cooper & Shepard, 1975; Parsons, 1987; 

Sekiyama, 1982). Besides, a close link between the 

perceptual ratings of physical awkwardness or diffi-

culty and the reaction time across angles was implied 

(Parsons, 1987; Sekiyama, 1983). Thus, mentally ro-

tating hands in adduction seems to be faster than 

their abduction because less physical constraint ex-

ists that one perceives it as such. In addition, the role 

of physical mobility in mentally rotating hands is fur-

ther supported by a study, where the stimuli-specific 

performance was found to deteriorate with hands 

crossed and put on the back (Ionta et al., 2007). In 
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addition, the performance with the stimuli of the 

dominant, or preferred, hand was reported to outper-

form that of its opposite laterality (Ionta et al., 2007; 

Parsons, 1987). Hence, what piles up through nature 

and nurture likely matters in mental rotation; so 

much so that, but research through the stimuli of a 

jigsaw puzzle piece appears scarce in three-dimen-

sion, or 3D, especially in neurological research (To-

masino & Gremese, 2016). In this regard, testing the 

stimulus could prove helpful to see whether mental 

rotation occurs.  

The jigsaw puzzle is a puzzle game that requires 

to assemble tile pieces into one meaningful assembly. 

Each puzzle piece has male and female sides, and the 

game is mostly enjoyed on a flat plane. One would 

start mentally rotating a piece rather than physically 

rotating it to solve the puzzle. In this regard, (a) men-

tal rotation is expected to occur in solving puzzles, 

3D in the present study. Besides, (b) the mental pro-

cess may differ from that of comparing traditional 

3D objects. The mental procedure to solve puzzles 

saves time yet has the disadvantage of mental work-

loads. Indeed, a recent study through functional near-

infrared spectroscopy, or fNIRS, indicated the in-

volvement of the bilateral or unilateral dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex in solving a two-dimensional, or 

2D, jigsaw puzzle per the degree of difficulty (Mutlu 

et al., 2020). Thus, one would have the heaviest 

metal loads to solve a 3D puzzle at the angle of 180°. 

Interconnection between motor and cognition. In 

response to the task difficulty, one remedy as a coun-

termeasure could be achieved through gesture. The 

gesture is a physical movement often seen when talk-

ing. Not only in talks but also the gesture is related 

to mental rotation, by which the performance was re-

ported to facilitate mentally rotating a 3D object 

(Chu & Kita, 2011). Moreover, the physical motor 

manipulation of a joystick congruent with the direc-

tion of mental rotation was found to facilitate its 

mental manipulation (Wexler et al., 1998; 

Wohlschläger & Wohlschläger, 1998), whereas that 

incongruent with the direction was found to impede 

the mental manipulation (Wexler et al., 1998; 

Wohlschläger & Wohlschläger, 1998). Thus, regard-

less of egocentric or allocentric, mental rotation is 

likely interconnected with motor processes to facili-

tate or delay the cognitive process. The interconnec-

tion should become more evident, particularly in 

hands that are used to manipulate objects. Because 

of this manual influence, it might be better to control 

its physical mobility when testing mental rotation.  

Task-specific schemas. Besides the discovery of the 

gesture effect, the study also found the number of 

gestures to decrease over time (Chu & Kita, 2011). 

This likely comes from the practice effect, and the 

cause was proposedly due to the internalization of 

computing spatial transformations (Chu & Kita, 

2011). The finding is reasonable because manipulat-

ing hands simply consumes physical efforts on the 

task that becomes easier in computation after the in-

ternalization. 

On its methodology, the very study was tested by 

comparing 3D objects (Chu & Kita, 2011). In this re-

gard, the internalization should also occur in a simi-

lar task and might differ in degrees; namely, (c) an-

other task with a 3D puzzle piece might vary, with or 

without gesture, in how its computation goes men-

tally represented over trials. This comes from that 

they require different tasks: one for matching 3D ob-

jects and the other for fitting a 3D object into its 3D 

puzzle piece. 

Additionally, (c) it might differ at the beginning 

of the internalization. This is because the computa-

tion could be interfered with by an already-estab-

lished internal representation in mind, or schema, 

which was coined in psychology to conceptualize 

what mentally piles up that changes (Bartlett, 1932); 

the documented concept likely dates back to the De 

Anima by Aristotle as grammateion or tabula rasa 

(Agamben, 1999; Duschinsky, 2012). For example, 

mentally parking a car between two cars in a parking 

lot should differ from simply mentally dragging the 

vehicle into the space. It was expected that the ini-

tially-internalized representation of a parking action 

in a first-person view, inside the vehicle as a driver 

or outside as a giant operator, would avoid obstacles 

and make a longer mental walk dependent on dis-

tance. The cognitive behavior could be analogically 

based on image scanning, where reaction time was 

found to increase linearly per distance in scanning 

the image map (Kosslyn et al., 1978). In another 

point of view, it might be applied through the repre-

sentation of a parking motion as a third-person view. 

Noted is that mental process apparently differs 

among them; mental manipulation through a driver 

is restricted on the capabilities of the driver and the 

car (e.g., speed); that through a giant is apparently 

operated with a toy car with less physical weight; 

that through image scanning is to operate the focus 

of attention; that through a third person view pas-

sively sees a simulated parking action. The processes 

above are reasonable to be operated uniquely based 

on the internally-established representation of an ac-

tion or a motion, regardless of active or passive. In 
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contrast, the process could be otherwise facilitated 

thanks to the clues as a landmark, two vehicles with 

space in-between. 

Either way, it was expected that (c) the initial 

representation of solving the puzzle becomes up-

dated over trials to a similar representation, or spatial 

processing, as in matching 3D objects. This is be-

cause both tasks essentially share the same shape that 

has the exact spatial coordinates: a 3D object or the 

space of its 3D puzzle piece. 

Hypotheses in Experiment 1. With these notions in 

account, Experiment 1 was conducted to clarify the 

following hypotheses: (a) whether mental rotation 

occurs in fitting a 3D object into its 3D puzzle piece; 

(b) whether the performance differs between the task 

of matching 3D objects and the task of fitting a 3D 

object into its 3D puzzle piece; and (c) whether the 

mutual difference dissipates over trials through inter-

nalization if there has a difference between the tasks. 

A social issue and vocational rehabilitation. In ad-

dition to Experiment 1, the second experiment was 

performed as correlational research in consideration 

of applying the results from Experiment 1 into voca-

tional rehabilitation, the purpose of which is to help 

a disabled person in employment and to promote 

their integration into society (International Labour 

Organisation & International Labour Conference, 

1983). The necessity of applying this purpose be-

comes clear by grasping the state of affairs on a state 

scale, specifically Japan. A recent review on the his-

tory of mental health care in the country revealed that 

it has been slow in turning into the current to normal-

ize inpatients with mental disorders into society 

(Kanata, 2016). To tackle this issue, the necessity of 

measures was proposed to downsize or close psychi-

atric hospitals that are highly represented by private 

hospitals and also to secure places where they want 

to live (Kanata, 2016). In this regard, healthcare pro-

fessions, such as occupational therapists and social 

workers, can help them normalized into a society and 

provide them one alternative to enhance the quality 

of life by securing jobs. More specifically, occupa-

tional therapy can be utilized to help them acquire 

occupational skills. 

Besides mental disorders, noted is that the inpa-

tient proportion was comparable to the ratio of those 

with intellectual disabilities (Kanata, 2016). This 

area of research seems scarcely investigated, partic-

ularly in occupational therapy; a recent scoping re-

view revealed its dim representations in interven-

tional studies to support the youth with intellectual 

disabilities transition from school to work (Rosner et 

al., 2020). The very review also reported a need for 

more solid interventional evidence in this field (Ros-

ner et al., 2020). Thus, there is room for occupational 

therapists or related practitioners to tap into this area. 

Occupational therapy and education. Occupa-

tional therapy can be also utilized in supporting those 

with difficulties in education, which are with many 

interventional research. However, there seems to 

have less solid evidence of the effect of mental rota-

tion in interventional studies, where recent research 

found mixed evidence of mental rotation training to 

improve arithmetic performance in primary school 

children (Cheng & Mix, 2014; Cheung et al., 2020; 

Hawes et al., 2015). It should be noted that those 

studies were based on different interventional peri-

ods and tasks. A far transfer into arithmetic perfor-

mance was found through on-day training or one-

week training with puzzle-like tasks with 2D objects 

(Cheng & Mix, 2014; Cheung et al., 2020). This is 

contrary to what was reported in the other study, 

where no such apparent transfer was reported 

through training with puzzle plus matching tasks 

with 2D objects three sessions a week over six-weeks 

(Hawes et al., 2015). It should be also noted that the 

effect of the on-day training might have been due to 

the priming effect (Cheng & Mix, 2014; Hawes et al., 

2015). In these regards, results from the present 

study may provide some clues about task effects and 

become helpful for its application into education. 

The present study was designed mainly in consider-

ation of vocational rehabilitation but also of educa-

tional rehabilitation for tapping future studies.  

A cognitive primer to assembling. Among domains 

of vocational rehabilitation, one area resides in help-

ing acquire new vocational skills, one of which is as-

sembling. Assembling enables a designed whole ob-

ject out of part components, and technological devel-

opment has largely replaced the task with automation. 

Nevertheless, there is a necessity for human care 

where a small amount, custom-made products, or 

meticulous work is required. In this regard, those 

with disabilities could help fill the gap as one area to 

further facilitate their assimilation into society. How-

ever, commercial companies are to aim for profits. 

Because of this basic concept, employers could be-

come reluctant to hire those with difficulties because, 

in one regard, it requires initial investment to train 

the employees to acquire new skills. Also, employ-

ees may leave the company early after the skill ac-

quisition. 

With these points considered, low cost-effective-

ness could be partly overcome through the priming 
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process, by which those with difficulties are primed 

to ignite reasonable assembling skills right after em-

ployment. In this way, both parties can benefit from 

the lowered hiring threshold. This priming process 

considers both the short term and the long term in its 

beneficial effects. With these accounts, one priming 

to assembling objects could be applied through cog-

nitive training with mental rotation, the association 

of which in performance was tested in some studies 

(Brosnan, 1998; Zhang et al., 2020). These studies, 

however, used the data of overall accuracy through 

the aggregation of angles for analysis (Brosnan, 

1998; Zhang et al., 2020). The procedure might have, 

in turn, obscured the unique characteristics of mental 

rotation. With this point taken into account, angles 

are separately treated in the present study. Besides, a 

unique priority-based rank-ordering technique, 

touched on in its method section, was proposed in the 

present study to treat behavioral data on separate an-

gles and to check (d) whether the technique has its 

potential usage in future research. 

The speed-accuracy compatibility on task condi-

tions. The uniqueness of mentally rotating a 3D ob-

ject to compare with two reference stimuli is seen as 

a mountain-like shape in both reaction time and error 

rate (Chu & Kita, 2011). Besides, larger standard er-

rors tended to be graphically situated around the an-

gle of 180° (Chu & Kita, 2011). This characteristic 

would be because the same angle exposed the most 

challenging condition with the heaviest mental loads, 

as implied in the fNIRS study (Mutlu et al., 2020), 

that add to random variation. The rationale that reac-

tion time and error rate shift in tandem is reasonable, 

given the interconnection between motor and cogni-

tion in mental rotation. 

Indeed, physically-manipulating actions were 

implied to make fewer errors with their temporally 

shorter walk closer to the target position and also on 

a broader area of the target position (Fitts, 1954). 

This implies that speed is compatible with accuracy 

per the degree of difficulty, which for clarity was 

termed the speed-accuracy compatibility; the con-

cept differs from the speed-accuracy tradeoff, in that 

the tradeoff works as a seesaw whereas the compati-

bility walks in tandem. Hence, one is expected to 

make more errors in a longer walk during a difficult 

motor task if the one takes a stable and reasonable 

strategy; the behavior also applies, as indicated, to a 

difficult psychological task because of the closely-

related interconnection between motor and cognition. 

In consideration of this point, the shift of strategy 

in a group as a whole on separate task conditions 

through the within-participants design could be de-

tected where this speed-accuracy compatibility is vi-

olated (e.g., conservative strategy with less errors 

and longer reaction time on an easy task condition; 

whereas, liberal strategy with more errors and shorter 

reaction time on a difficult task condition). In the ex-

ample above, one is expected to make less errors in 

a shorter reaction time on an easy task and to make 

more errors in a longer reaction time on a difficult 

task if the one takes a stable and reasonable strategy, 

regardless of conservative or liberal. 

The rationale is further supported from psycho-

physics, which was coined to connect outer physical 

stimulus with inner sensation (Fechner, 1860/1912); 

the Weber’s law suggests a linearity between the per-

ceived change in stimuli intensity and the initial 

stimulus intensity (Fechner, 1860/1912; Weber, 

1834/1912). The law implies that the increase of per-

ceived stimulus intensity weakens as the stimulus in-

tensity increases, which is specified by how the per-

ceived strength behaves on the logarithm of the stim-

uli strength (Fechner, 1860/1912). Hence, it becomes 

more difficult to differentiate two stimuli as the in-

tensity of initial stimulus increases, which eventually 

comes with more errors in accordance. Hence, both 

laws in psychophysics are interchangeable, and they 

play a role to link physical stimulus in physics to sen-

sation and perception in psychology. The speed-ac-

curacy compatibility covers these ideas by utilizing 

the behavioral data of accuracy and reaction time at 

the end point of a flow. 

The speed-accuracy compatibility on a task con-

dition. The speed-accuracy compatibility above was 

on a group level, applicable as a whole on separate 

task conditions in accordance with the degree of dif-

ficulty. On this point, the notion could be expanded 

into an individual level as parts of a whole as wholes 

on a single task condition. However, the degree of 

difficulty appears unattainable because of a single 

task. In this regard, the focus could be shifted from a 

group level to an individual level so the degree of 

difficulty is described from behavioral data on an in-

dividual level. In line with the speed-accuracy com-

patibility, one is expected to make less errors in a 

shorter reaction time; in other words, one who has 

the highest rank in accuracy is expected to also have 

the highest rank in reaction time. Furthermore, vari-

ation in performance through continuous data is ex-

pected to become large at a different task in line with 

the speed-accuracy compatibility as mentioned on a 

group level, which makes differentiating individual 

capabilities in performance easier. In consideration 
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of these points, it is expected that (e) those capable 

of coordinated actions through motor yet cognitive 

functions would make better performance at a diffi-

cult task. 

However, a cautious approach is required be-

cause the assumption bases on that the same stable 

and reasonable strategy was utilized throughout task 

conditions on an individual level. This becomes ap-

parent when considering that group data has varia-

tion in accuracy whereas individual data has not. As 

a result, the degree of differentiation likely differs 

between the two; each strategy on task conditions as 

a group is not interpreted to be different as long as 

they are not far away from variation; however, the 

interpretation differs on an individual level because 

accuracy has not variation on this level. Thus, it is 

more expected to falsely detect a violation of the 

speed-accuracy compatibility (i.e., Type I error). In 

consideration of this point, the speed-accuracy com-

patibility is likely applicable on a group level but in-

applicable on an individual level. 

Nevertheless, the disadvantage in a way is an ad-

vantage in another way, and accuracy index with no 

variation could be utilized to order capability among 

individuals based on the needs of a society (i.e., ac-

curacy over speed within a specified time frame). 

This notion is incorporated in detecting those capa-

ble, which is to be touched on in the method section 

at Experiment 2 as the priority-based rank-ordering 

technique. 

Hypotheses in Experiment 2. In consideration of 

these notions, it was expected that (e) those capable 

of mental rotation at angles around 180° would be 

also capable of assembling blocks. Additionally, (f) 

the association strength of performance ranks might 

differ, if at least one association was observed, be-

tween the tasks: between the task of assembling ob-

jects and the task of matching 3D objects; between 

the task of assembling objects and the task of fitting 

a 3D object into its 3D puzzle piece. Experiment 2 

was conducted to check these three hypotheses. 

The purposes of the present study. The present re-

search was conducted as a pilot study to check the 

hypotheses, (g) explore its potential, fine-tune the 

design of experiments, and estimate sample size 

through power analysis. The research questions from 

(a) to (g) are to be handled throughout the paper. Part 

of the tentative results was reported at a conference 

(Yoshioka & Liang, 2022). The present paper covers 

and completes it. 

 

Experiment 1 

The experiment aimed to clarify (1) whether mental 

rotation occurs when fitting a 3D object into its 3D 

puzzle piece. If the occurrence was confirmed, it 

aimed to clarify (2) whether a difference exists in 

performance between matching 3D objects and fit-

ting a 3D object into its 3D puzzle piece. Besides, it 

aimed to clarify (3) whether performance differs in 

these two tasks over trials and (4) whether the sub-

jective score of internalizing reference stimuli differs 

in these two tasks. Where no significance was ob-

served in performance, the analysis aimed to see (5) 

how much sample size is required for a future study 

in Experiment 1. 

 

Method 

Participant. 10 healthy young participants were re-

cruited from Kyoto University and its affiliated insti-

tution on a convenience basis: Female = 3, Male = 7; 

Left-handed = 2, Right-handed = 8; Mean age = 25.3 

years, SD age = 4.0 years. Handedness was sifted 

through the FLANDERS handedness questionnaire 

(Nicholls et al., 2013; Okubo et al., 2014). All par-

ticipants had normal to corrected-to-normal vision. 

Matching task (MT). This task required to find ei-

ther a reference 3D object of the left or the right that 

matches with a target 3D object (See Figure 1). Two 

reference 3D objects and one target 3D object have 

protrusions facing away from the onlooker, as in Fig-

ure 1, which differs from those stimuli facing to-

wards the onlooker (Chu & Kita, 2011).  

Fitting task (FT). This task required to find either 

reference 3D object of the left or the right that fits 

into a target 3D puzzle piece (See Figure 1). The 

same two reference 3D objects in MT were used. 

Stimuli. The stimuli were created through Blender 

(Community, 2021). Each object was created by pil-

ing unit cubes, in which an aggregated 3D object had 

nine of unit cubes, and its 3D puzzle piece had 116 

of unit cubes. The 3D puzzle piece was created by 

subtracting the 3D object from a whole cube that has 

125 of unit cubes. The space in the cube corresponds 

to the 3D object. 

Each stimulus was created by rotating a target 

3D object or a target 3D puzzle piece along a bisector 

axis at the geometric center point of the whole cube. 

The rotation had six angles: 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, 

and 300° (the Angle factor). This process was ap-

plied for two tasks and two literalities: MT and FT 
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(the Task factor); Left and Right, respectively. In to-

tal, 24 stimuli were prepared. 

Apparatus. The experiment was performed on a 

15.6-inch portable display through Linux Ubuntu 

version 20.04.2.0 LTS with Matlab R2021a, along 

with Psychtoolbox-3 (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 

2007; Pelli, 1997). A foot pedal with two steps was 

used to respond either left or right. 

Design. The experiment consisted of six sessions 

containing MT and FT in each session, along with a 

practice period in the beginning. Each session had 24 

trials of MT and FT randomly assigned. Participants 

were to finish six sessions of 144 trials, along with 

10 trials for practice. Recess was prepared after each 

session. At the end of the experiment, participants 

completed a questionnaire regarding their strategy to 

solve the tasks throughout sessions. 

Questionnaire. The paper-and-pencil questionnaire 

was administered at the end of the experiment. For 

simplicity, every two sessions from the first were 

collapsed into three stages: Early, Middle, and Late 

(the Stage factor). Among these stages, four check-

boxes were prepared. Participants were to choose 

one of four check-boxes depending on each stage and 

each task. The first two choices asked whether the 

task was worked on by looking at the three objects 

and by comparing them through rotation from above 

to below or from below to above. The last two 

choices asked whether the task was worked on by 

looking solely at the target object and by comparing 

it with the reference objects in the mental image 

through rotation from above to below or below to 

above. For FT, the language of target objects was re-

phrased with the space of the 3D puzzle piece. 

Procedure. Participants were situated in a chair be-

fore the display monitor on a table, both of which 

were pre-defined in position, with their hands cov-

ered below their bellies. The participants were in-

structed to respond as fast and accurately as possible 

by pressing the left or the right of reference 3D ob-

jects through the foot pedal that matches the target 

stimulus. After the practice period, participants 

started the first session at their discretion by pressing 

either step of the foot pedal. Reaction time and accu-

racy were recorded. Recess was prepared after each 

session. Participants were to press the foot pedal to 

continue the session at their discretion. Each trial had 

a maximum time frame of 30 seconds to respond; the 

subsequent trial was set to begin after the time frame. 

In total, the whole procedure took roughly one hour. 

 

 

Figure 1. MT and FT: above and below, respectively. 

In each stimulus, the objects on the top are reference 

3D objects. The object on the bottom is a 3D object 

or a 3D puzzle piece as a target stimulus: above and 

below. Note. MT (Matching task). FT (Fitting task). 

 

Data curation. For curating the questionnaire, the 

choices were collapsed into two types for detecting 

strategical shifts: whether or not to go from looking 

at the three blocks to the target stimuli alone, the af-

firmation of which was treated as the initialization of 

the reference 3D objects. 

As for the behavioral data, two data sets were 

prepared: one with the Task factor and the Angle fac-

tor; the other with the Task factor, the Angle factor, 

and the Stage factor. The first data set was used for 

analyzing a behavioral trend across angles in FT and 

task differences in outcome across angles, in addition 

to analyzing correlation in Experiment 2. The second 

data set was used for analyzing task differences in 

outcome across angles over stages. In the same way 

as the questionnaire, stages classified this data set as 

the Stage factor (i.e., Early, Middle, and Late). Both 

data sets contained two response variables: mean re-

action time and error rate (mean RT and ER, respec-

tively). 

As for outliers, RT measurements on each par-

ticipant were first sifted through the criteria of 200 

msec, which is about the pinnacle of mean simple RT 

(Woods et al., 2015). Then, the data were further 

sifted through the median absolute deviation method 

with a constant b = 1.4826 and a threshold value of 
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2.5 (Leys et al., 2013). Outliers were detected in 10% 

of the first data set and in 9% of the second data set, 

and these outliers were removed from further analy-

sis. The sifted data were calculated for mean RT and 

ER. Thereafter, mean RT measurements among par-

ticipants were sifted by the modified boxplot method 

of three times the interquartile range, through the 

rstatix package (Kassambara, 2022a). Extreme outli-

ers were detected one in the first data set and two in 

the second data set; these participants were omitted 

from the later analysis: 10% and 20%, respectively. 

The same two participants were also omitted from 

the questionnaire. 

Data analysis. RTs and ERs were first checked for 

normality through the Shapiro-Wilk test with the 

Bonferroni-Holm correction before the analysis of 

variance, or ANOVA. The sum of squares of Type 

III and Type I were respectively utilized for the par-

ametric test and the non-parametric test. Where the 

normality assumption was not rejected, the paramet-

ric repeated measures ANOVA, or RM-ANOVA, of 

one-way, two-way, and three-way were performed. 

The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied 

where the sphericity assumption was rejected 

through the Mauchly test. Where appropriate, either 

the paired Student t-test or the RM-ANOVA as ad-

ditional analyses were performed post hoc with the 

Bonferroni-Holm correction. Where the normality 

assumption was rejected or inappropriate for the test, 

nonparametric analysis was performed. Namely, the 

Friedman test was applied for one-factor analysis, af-

ter which the paired-samples sign test with the Bon-

ferroni-Holm correction was applied where appro-

priate. For the analysis of multiple factors, the 

ANOVA through aligned rank transform with re-

peated measures, or RM-ART-ANOVA, was used 

(Wobbrock et al., 2011). Where applicable, either the 

post hoc pairwise contrast test or the RM-ART-

ANOVA as additional analyses were applied with 

the Bonferroni-Holm correction. 

For the analysis of the questionnaire, the 

Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test was to be processed 

for a three-factor analysis of repeats (McDonald, 

2014). The data was first to be processed through the 

Breslow-Day test (Breslow & Day, 1980). Where the 

assumption of the homogeneity of odds ratios was 

not rejected, the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test was 

to be applied. Where no significance was observed 

in the very test, the Pearson chi-square test or the 

Fisher exact test was to be applied at each level of 

the Stage factor. 

Effect sizes were calculated where appropriate 

for their interpretations (Cohen, 1988; Kay, 2021). 

All analyses, including statistics, part of outlier de-

tection, and the calculation of sample size, which are 

extended to Experiment 2, along with the creation of 

graphs, were processed through the R software (R 

Core Team, 2022). Graphs were created through the 

ggpubr package (Kassambara, 2022b). 

The Shapiro-Wilk test, the parametric ANOVA, 

its post hoc pairwise comparisons, the Friedman test, 

and its post hoc sign test were processed through the 

rstatix package (Kassambara, 2022a). The nonpara-

metric RM-ART-ANOVA was processed through 

the ARTool package (Kay et al., 2021; Wobbrock et 

al., 2011). Its pairwise comparison was to be pro-

cessed through the ART-C, which utilizes contrast 

tests within the ART paradigm and is applicable for 

either a between-participants or a within-participants 

designs (Elkin et al., 2021). The Breslow-Day test 

was to be processed through the DescTools package 

(Signorell, 2022).  

The power analysis was processed through the 

Superpower package (Caldwell & Lakens, 2022; 

Lakens & Caldwell, 2021). In the very analysis, the 

average of correlation coefficients through the Fisher 

z-transformation was utilized. Besides, the alpha 

level with the Bonferroni correction was applied 

where appropriate. 

 

Results 

RT and ER among angles in FT. The Shapiro-Wilk 

test with the Bonferroni-Holm correction showed no 

rejection of the normality assumption on all RTs [p 

> .05]. The one-way RM-ANOVA showed a signifi-

cant main effect of the Angle factor [F(1.67,13.38) = 

11.75, p = .002, ηp
2 = .595] (See the top graph of Fig-

ure 2). Its post hoc pairwise comparison of the paired 

Student t-test with the Bonferroni-Holm correction 

showed significant differences in mean RT among 

angles between 0° and 60°, 0° and 180°, along with 

0° and 300° [t(8) = −5.01, p = .015, d = −1.67; t(8) = 

−5.19, p = .013, d = −1.73; t(8) = −4.47, p = .027, d 

= −1.49, respectively].  

As for ER, the Shapiro-Wilk test was not applied 

because the same values of zero were observed 

across participants. The Friedman test showed a sig-

nificant inequality of rank sums across angles [X2(5) 

= 21.44, p < .001, W = .48] (See the bottom graph of 

Figure 2). However, its post hoc paired-samples sign 

test with the Bonferroni-Holm correction showed no 

significant inequality of signs among angles, the 
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smallest p-value between 0° and 180° and between 

180° and 300° [p = .240]. 

RT and ER of tasks among angles. The Shapiro-

Wilk test with the Bonferroni-Holm correction 

showed no rejection of the normality assumption on 

all RTs [p > .05]. The two-way RM-ANOVA 

showed a significant interaction effect between the 

Task factor and the Angle factor [F(5,40) = 2.50, p 

= .046, ηp
2 = .238] (See the top graph of Figure 3). 

However, its post hoc one-way RM-ANOVA at each 

level of the Angle factor with the Bonferroni-Holm 

correction showed no significant simple main effect 

of the Task factor at all six angles, the smallest p-

value at 300° [F(1,8) = 6.81, p = .186, ηp
2 = .460]. 

As for ER, the Shapiro-Wilk test was not applied 

because the same values of zero were observed 

across participants. The two-way RM-ART-

ANOVA showed no significant interaction effect be-

tween the Task factor and the Angle factor nor a sig-

nificant main effect of the Task factor [F(5,88) = .47, 

p = .796, ηp
2 = .026; F(1,88) = .89, p = .348, ηp

2 

= .010, respectively] (See the bottom graph of Figure 

3). 

RT and ER of tasks among angles over stages. The 

Shapiro-Wilk test with the Bonferroni-Holm correc-

tion showed no rejection of the normality assumption 

on all RTs [p > .05]. The three-way RM-ANOVA 

showed no significant interaction effect among the 

Task factor, the Stage factor, and the Angle factor 

[F(10,70) = 1.24, p = .279, ηp
2 = .151] (See the top 

graph of Figure 4). 

As for ER, the Shapiro-Wilk test was not applied 

because the same values of zero were observed 

across participants. The three-way RM-ART-

ANOVA showed an interaction effect among the 

Task factor, the Stage factor, and the Angle factor [F 

 

 

 

Figure 2. RT vs. Angle and ER vs. Angle in FT: 

above and below, respectively. Note. FT (Fitting 

task). * p < .05 

 

 

 

Figure 3. RT vs. Angle and ER vs. Angle, grouped 

by the Task factor: above and below, respectively. 

Note. MT (Matching task). FT (Fitting task). 
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(10,245) = 2.59, p = .005, ηp
2 = .096] (See the bottom 

graph of Figure 4). However, its post hoc two-way 

RM-ART-ANOVA at each level of the Angle factor 

with the Bonferroni-Holm correction showed no sig-

nificant interaction effect between the Task factor 

and the Stage factor, the smallest p-value at 180° 

[F(2,35) = 3.48, p = .210, ηp
2 = .166].  

Questionnaire. The statistical analysis was not pro-

cessed through the Breslow-Day test due to the lim-

itation of data counts, which should be large in each 

stratum and each of them should have more than five 

in expected cell counts to be used (Signorell, 2022).  

The count data suggested a tendency of the inter-

nal representation of reference 3D objects over 

stages but no apparent discrepancy in proportions be-

tween MT and FT [.13 and 0 in the Early stage; .38 

and .25 in the Middle stage; .63 and .50 in the Late 

stage, respectively]. 

Power analysis. Though a significant main effect in 

the one-way RM-ANOVA and a significant interac-

tion effect in the two-way RM-ANOVA in mean RT 

were observed, no significant interaction effect was 

observed in the three-way RM-ANOVA. In this re-

gard, the power analysis of the interaction effect ind- 

 

 

 

Figure 4. RT vs. Angle and ER vs. Angle, grouped by the Task factor, and separated by the Stage factor: 

above and below, respectively. Note. MT (Matching task). FT (Fitting task). 
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icated the powers of .79 and .81 with the sample sizes 

of 24 and 25, respectively. In addition, the power 

analysis of its post hoc interaction between the Task 

factor and the Stage factor at each level of the Angle 

factor with the Bonferroni correction indicated the 

powers of .77 and .80 with the sample sizes of 21 and 

22, respectively, the smallest size at the angle of 300°. 

 

Discussion 

Experiment 1 partly aimed to clarify (1) whether 

mental rotation occurs in FT; and if so, it aimed to 

clarify (2) whether a difference exists in performance 

between MT and FT. Besides, it aimed to clarify (3) 

whether performance differs in these two tasks over 

stages. 

Mental rotation in FT. The first one-factor analysis 

indicated a similarity of solving the puzzle to that of 

comparing traditional 3D objects. This is because the 

distribution shapes mountain-like with the highest 

mean RT and ER at the angle of 180°. In considera-

tion of this point, the result could be interpreted as 

the occurrence of mental rotation when fitting a 3D 

object into its 3D puzzle piece. 

Behavioral difference between FT and MT. The 

second two-factor analysis indicated the effect of the 

Task factor that was dependent on each level of the 

Angle factor in mean RT. However, there observed 

no specific angle level of the effect. In the meantime, 

one effect size of the latter post hoc analysis is inter-

preted as large (Cohen, 1988). Thus, there seems to 

underlie a difference between fitting a 3D object into 

its 3D puzzle piece and matching 3D objects. 

Priority-based p-value correction. The post hoc 

analysis after the second two-way ANOVA had no 

significance. In this regard, it might be due to that the 

smallest p-values were conservatively corrected with 

the Bonferroni-Holm correction as an exploratory 

analysis. The procedure inflates Type II errors as the 

number of comparisons increases. Thus, the correc-

tion procedure that is priority-based and pre-planned 

during the design of experiments could be desirable 

to test the data in focus for future studies.  

Mental transfer. A possible explanation in the dif-

ference between FT and MT could be explored by 

investigating the mental processes step by step. In 

MT, it could be solved by mentally rotating a refer-

ence object, mentally operating the object to move 

from the original place to a target place, and mentally 

matching the spatial coordinates of the objects. In FT,  

 

Figure 5. An example of two objects with their units 

unique in shape is displayed. A 3D object of cubes 

and a 3D object of spheres: left and right, respec-

tively. The shapes of the two objects are adjusted to 

align with the present study. 

 

the steps could go to mentally rotate a reference ob-

ject, mentally operate the object to move from the 

original place to a target place, and to mentally fit it 

into the spatial coordinates of the space of the coun-

terpart; noted is that the space of the counterpart in 

FT shares the target object in MT. Both processes in-

clude the same mental rotation in the first step, the 

same mental manipulation in the second step, and a 

conceptually similar process in the third step. On the 

second step, there seems to be a shared process in 

mental manipulation; the process of mentally operat-

ing an object to move from one place to another place 

without rotation is termed mental transfer for sim-

plicity. Hence, mental rotation is a process to men-

tally rotate an object without mental transfer. By 

overlapping each step on both tasks, there seems to 

have no obvious difference on a step level between 

the two processes (i.e., mental rotation, mental trans-

fer, and matching or fitting processes on the same 

spatial coordinates). In consideration of this point, 

there likely has other explanations. 

Stereotypes. Previous similar research on college 

students focused on gender and stimuli factors in 

mentally rotating a 3D object of cubes and a 3D ob-

ject of spheres (Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 2020). Each 

unit shape in both wholes shares the same geometric 

center point but differs in volume (See Figure 5 for 

an example). The results of the study are to be mainly 

discussed in the latter discussions. 

The very study found no interaction between the 

stimuli factor and the gender factor but a significant 

main effect of the stimuli factor with the cubes better 

in performance than the spheres (Rahe & Quaiser-

Pohl, 2020); the effect sizes are respectively inter-

preted as small and medium (Cohen, 1988). It also 
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found a significant main effect of the gender factor 

with the male over the female in performance (Rahe 

& Quaiser-Pohl, 2020), the result of which is aligned 

with meta-analyses (Linn & Petersen, 1985; Maeda 

& Yoon, 2013). On the significant main effect of the 

stimuli factor, however, the cause of the discrepancy 

was not discussed in detail in the study. Instead, the 

focus was on a stimuli effect on each gender; a sig-

nificant simple main effect of the stimuli factor was 

solely observed in the male (Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 

2020). Noted is that a 3D object of cubes and that of 

spheres were proposedly each perceived as male-ste-

reotyped and female-stereotyped (Ruthsatz et al., 

2014), which might come from construction toys and 

necklaces (Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 2020). On the gen-

der discrepancy of the simple main effects, the ef-

fects of gender-based stereotypes were proposed for 

its explanation (Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 2020). 

In consideration of these points, the gender fac-

tor or gender-based stimuli factor may play a role in 

how one interprets the stimuli, which consequently 

affects the cognitive process. On this point, the pre-

sent study was performed as a within-participants de-

sign, the results of which becomes almost unexplain-

able from the gender factor. 

In regard to a stimuli effect on each gender in the 

similar research, it should be noted that the interpre-

tation came from an exploratory post hoc analysis af-

ter no significant interaction. Thus, it could be rather 

beneficial to investigate a significant main effect of 

the stimuli factor. In this regard, there might be an-

other factor to explain this stimuli effect on the pre-

vious research: notably, the interconnection between 

motor and cognition. 

The how-schema. Familiarity and performance. 

Athletes train, and the influence of their immersed 

motor manipulation can be seen when they repeat-

edly operate the same action in practice for its repli-

cation in a public attempt. In the learning process, the 

action becomes more coordinated at a later time than 

what was performed the first time, apparently 

through the consolidation of the representation of an 

action or a motion. After replicating the action in a 

public attempt, the athletes can describe how the ac-

tion was performed not only from the egocentric 

state of the athlete but also from the allocentric state 

of not the athlete (e.g., the mood of spectators); the 

schema of the state of something, not restricted to an 

object, is termed the how-schema for simplicity. 

Hence, the how-schema is expected to have repre-

sentations of active or static states (e.g., an action, a 

motion, or atmosphere). In the example above, the 

athlete practiced an action to consolidate its how-

schema; the athlete replicated the action in public 

based on the how-schema; then, a how-schema of 

self and a how-schema of not-self were consolidated. 

One similar analogy could be applied to handling 

a 3D object of spheres, in that females perform better 

thanks to more likely exposure to a necklace of 

spheres. This familiarity with the necklace to lessen 

the negative stereotyped effect in mental rotation and 

to enhance its performance was the rationale why 

one study on the same two factors was conducted 

(Rahe et al., 2021); the result was solely seen as a 

significant main effect of the gender factor (Rahe et 

al., 2021). Thus, familiarity with stimuli might not 

always lead to improving performance in mental ro-

tation. In this regard, familiarity through exposure to 

the female-stereotyped stimuli of a necklace might 

work the other way around to deteriorate the perfor-

mance. 

The rationale comes from the observations 

through experience where commercially available 

necklaces of spherical beads as wholes were vulner-

able to physical force (e.g., pulling a necklace of 

spheres tied with a string). In the very example, the 

spheres are connected with a stem penetrating the in-

sides, which has to be with plasticity so it can round 

a neck. Where no stem attended, it requires gluing; 

the process becomes demanding to connect parts be-

cause two spheres are to be glued at one point due to 

their curvatures, which differs from two cubes glued 

at squares. Thus, the former would be easily sepa-

rated or deformed by force. In response, its physical 

behavior becomes internalized as a how-schema so 

that the mentally-simulated physical transfer of the 

spheres becomes delayed, the cognitive influence of 

which likely emerges as a slow response or a lower 

score within a specified time frame. 

Observational learning. Nevertheless, it fails to 

explain the following outcome from the previous re-

search: a significant main effect of the stimuli factor 

regardless of the gender factor (Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 

2020). In this regard, observation may play a role as 

touched previously. Specifically, the male may ob-

serve behaviors in a third-person view to consolidate 

a how-schema rather than in a first-person view: 

namely, through observational learning (Bandura, 

2004). 

Observational learning enables to acquire 

knowledge by observing others’ behaviors (Bandura, 

2004). It proceeds in four steps: “the Attentional Pro-

cesses, the Retention Processes, the Production Pro-

cesses, and the Motivational Processes” (Bandura, 

2004, p.483). Noted is that the fourth step has the 
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performance of observationally-learned behavior to 

be enhanced through rewards (Bandura, 2004). Thus, 

it seems observation itself is not enough to learn a 

behavior but through the assistance of enhancement. 

On this point, there should be another kind to be en-

hanced through observational learning rather than 

the external behavior itself, as described in the pre-

vious step; the third step has concepts to be trans-

formed into a behavior (Bandura, 2004). Hence, it 

seems an external behavior traces back to its concept; 

both are virtually a synonym. In consideration of 

these points, observational learning could be inter-

preted as consolidating a concept, or a schema, 

through observation so that the internal representa-

tion can be more accurately replicated and externally 

represented as an explicit or implicit behavior.  

With this notion taken into account, males may 

observe how necklaces of spherical beads are han-

dled by females and then learn how the necklaces are 

operated according to their physical behaviors, 

which results in consolidating its how-schema. In 

this way, the same behavioral shift from the female-

stereotyped stimulus on both genders could be ex-

plained. This interpretation is independent of the 

gender factor and permeable to any gender types. 

Noted is that exposure on this scale needs more than 

once to consolidate the how-schema. In other words, 

what piles up is likely to be more consolidated 

through repeated exposure; the strength of the repre-

sentation is reasonable to have a continuous range ra-

ther than an all-or-none representation (e.g., learning 

to ride a bicycle for the first time). On this point, the 

degree could be dependent on how one is exposed to 

the stimuli to consolidate its fluctuating representa-

tion (e.g., frequency or magnitude). Hence, repeated 

exposure in a society through observational interac-

tions, regardless of explicitly or implicitly, may con-

tribute to facilitate consolidating a how-schema. 

Summary. In consideration of these accounts, 

the present experimental tasks might have similarly 

been worked on through a how-schema that had been 

consolidated through repeated exposure and re-

mained established. Namely, the behavioral differ-

ence in the present experiment could be explained by 

that the puzzle task required a unique mental repre-

sentation of an action or a motion that differs from 

the representation of matching 3D objects. A further 

study may shed light into what exactly makes the dif-

ference if it has (e.g., whether obstacles play a role 

in the process). 

The Gestalt principles and the what-schema. The 

principle of proximity and the what-schema. Con-

trary to the how-schema, it could be otherwise 

looked in another point of view onto the result, the 

worse performance with the spheres over the cubes 

on the similar research (Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 2020): 

namely, perception. Perception lies in transit to sche-

mas, and what is perceived becomes consolidated 

into a schema. Thus, it likely plays a role because 

what is perceived at first may differ from what is per-

ceived at last. One explanation could be applied 

through the principle of proximity in the Gestalt prin-

ciples of grouping (Koffka, 1935; Wertheimer, 

1923/1938).  

According to this principle, ones closer to each 

other are perceived as a group (Koffka, 1935). By 

taking this principle into account, a 3D object of cu-

bes likely becomes more of a grouped unit of items 

than that of spheres. This is because the surface of 

hemicubes is closer each other than that of hemi-

spheres; simply put, the cubes have less space be-

tween neighboring items. This is contrary to a 3D ob-

ject of spheres that have more space between neigh-

boring items. Thus, a 3D object of spheres might 

have been perceived as a pseudo-whole, which con-

trasts with a whole of cubes, rather than a whole of 

spheres. 

In consideration of this point, the mental process 

might have varied between the two stimuli: mentally 

manipulating a pseudo-whole in the spheres; 

whereas mentally manipulating a whole in the cubes. 

The former mental process would be with more men-

tal workloads. This comes from that a loosely-inte-

grated whole likely has sharper representations of 

parts, so that these parts are processed as multiple 

units in parallel. This is contrary to the latter mental 

process in that a whole of parts is processed as one 

unit in parallel. This point may play a role in light of 

a behavioral study, where the number of items to be 

possessed in the short term as working memory was 

suggested to have its finite capacity of around seven 

as chunks (G. A. Miller, 1956; G. A. Miller et al., 

1960); more recently, it was suggested to be around 

four chunks (Cowan, 2001); the worked memory is 

reasonable to decay to clear the table. Hence, inte-

grating parts into a meaningful whole as a chunk 

seems to help the cognitive process in the working 

memory. On this point, the previous research utilized 

10 items to each create a 3D object of cubes and a 

3D object of spheres (Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 2020). 

Thus, processing a 3D object of spheres might have 

been burdened with more consuming mental work-
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loads with each sphere roughly treated as each mean-

ingful whole, which likely ended up in worse perfor-

mance. In this regard, the interpretation could ex-

plain, in another point of view, the following result 

from the previous research: a significant main effect 

of the stimuli factor in mentally rotating a 3D object 

of cubes and a 3D object of spheres (Rahe & 

Quaiser-Pohl, 2020). 

Nevertheless, studies on gender and the stereo-

typed stimuli seem to encounter mixed outcomes on 

the effect of the stimuli factor in college students and 

children (Rahe et al., 2021; Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 

2019, 2020; Ruthsatz et al., 2014); besides, all the 

studies utilized angle-free scores (Rahe et al., 2021; 

Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 2019, 2020; Ruthsatz et al., 

2014). Thus, there should be room for further inves-

tigation. 

For future studies, it could see whether the be-

havior with the spheres shifts based on the number 

of parts. In addition, checking a behavioral shift over 

time would be also beneficial. This is because the 

Gestalt principles concern perception, by which its 

mental representation piles up through repeated ex-

posure to consolidate the schema of an object, or 

what-schema for simplicity. It becomes beneficial to 

check whether repeated exposure consolidates the 

what-schema of a whole of spheres over time. 

In terms with its relation to the present experi-

ment, the same notion could be applied to the 3D 

puzzle because the experiment utilized a 3D puzzle 

with more cubes than a 3D object. However, both of 

the stimuli would be treated as a whole rather than a 

pseudo-whole, with the parts being all cubes. Thus, 

the principle of proximity might not be the case to 

explain the behavioral difference. In this regard, an-

other principle could play a role; namely, the princi-

ple of figure-ground (Koffka, 1935; Pind, 2012; Ru-

bin, 1915). 

The principle of figure-ground and the what-

schema. According to this principle, one is perceived 

upon another (Koffka, 1935). By taking this princi-

ple into account, the dark background stands out less 

frequently as the figure because the shape itself has 

not enough meaning and has less saliency. Thus, the 

focus would be on the very objects. On this point, a 

3D object is likely perceived as the figure because it 

has not another apparent object due to the continua-

tion of parts within a whole. On the contrary, it dif-

fers in a 3D puzzle piece, where it apparently has two 

representations within a whole: the very 3D puzzle 

piece and its space. 

The relationship between the figure and the 

ground is interchangeable and shifts based on how 

they are perceived. In this way, the 3D puzzle piece 

and its space are perceived respectively as the figure 

and the ground, and vice versa. On this point, it 

would be reasonable for the 3D puzzle piece to be 

worked on first because it has a physical existence; 

and later, its space of meaning becomes gradually 

manageable through the consolidation of its what-

schema. This space differs from a blank space, or the 

state of tabula rasa, because its meaning is expected 

to be created accompanied after the introduction of 

an object that has its meaning. 

The what-schema and the how-schema. On the 

point of strategy to mentally solve the 3D puzzle, it 

is inefficient to take a detour to fit the 3D object into 

its 3D puzzle piece because of more consumption in 

mental efforts. In response, a countermeasure could 

be to perceive its space as one representational object 

and to mentally transfer the 3D object on a straight 

path to match with the spatially-represented object. 

It likely requires repeated exposure through percep-

tion to facilitate consolidating the what-schema over 

stages, as touched on in the aforementioned discus-

sion on the principle of figure-ground. This gradual 

consolidation appears similar to what was discussed 

for the how-schema to be consolidated through ob-

servational leaning as one way. In consideration of 

these points, it is reasonable to see a shift in the what-

schema as well as the how-schema in tandem be-

cause what to be worked on shifts over time. 

The third three-factor analysis indicated no 

three-way interaction in mean RT. However, its ef-

fect size is interpreted as medium (Cohen, 1988). In 

addition, the nonparametric test found a significant 

three-way interaction in aligned-ranks of perfor-

mance. Besides, it would be beneficial for the stere-

otyped mental representation of actions to dissipate 

over time through repeated exposure so that it 

reaches a reasonable strategy to optimize the behav-

ior adapted to each environment. This is so it aligns 

with the task-specific rule to match the spatial coor-

dinates of a 3D object with that of the corresponding 

space of its 3D puzzle piece. The implication is vis-

ually described in Figure 4, where the line graph on 

FT becomes both more linearly plus symmetrical 

over stages and compares with that of MT. 

Summary. In consideration of these aforemen-

tioned accounts, the behavior in the present experi-

ment could be explained by the shift of the what-

schema and the how-schema from unique to similar 

representations through the Gestalt principles and 

observational learning as potential mediums. 
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The how-schema on gender difference. As de-

scribed in the discussion, the similar research found 

a significant main effect of the gender factor with the 

male over the female in performance (Rahe & 

Quaiser-Pohl, 2020). The result is, as mentioned, in 

line with meta-analyses (Linn & Petersen, 1985; 

Maeda & Yoon, 2013). On this point, a modularly-

different approach with the how-schema could be 

employed to explain the characteristic behavior ra-

ther than focusing on one cognitive module of the 

spatial ability itself: namely, physical strength. 

As sometimes seen in sports, a game is held sep-

arately between the female and the male, the cause 

of which might be to ensure fairness to control the 

gender-based factor. Indeed, part of an anatomical 

study on biceps brachii indicated no significant gen-

der difference in the average number of its fibers nor 

the number of its motor units (A. E. J. Miller et al., 

1993); however, the male had a significantly wider 

cross-sectional area and a significantly greater mus-

cle strength in elbow flexion but no significant dis-

crepancy in their ratio (A. E. J. Miller et al., 1993). 

The study also reported a significantly-positive cor-

relation between the cross-sectional area and the 

muscle strength (A. E. J. Miller et al., 1993). Thus, 

the results were primarily indicative of wider fibers 

that create more physical strength in the male (A. E. 

J. Miller et al., 1993). Noted is that the female was 

better in enduring repetitive elbow flexion of the 

muscle loads at 60% of the maximum isotonic 

strength (A. E. J. Miller et al., 1993). Hence, motor 

function seems modular as in cognitive function, and 

each gender appears to have their respective forte. In 

the case of the male, they seem physically strong to 

operate an object with upper limbs, which makes the 

object physically transferred faster when operated 

harder in line with laws in physics. However, this no-

tion still needs more to reasonably explain the gender 

discrepancy of the psychological behavior in mental 

rotation from the meta-analyses. 

In this regard, the how-schema could be used for 

the explanation. The physical behavior bases on a 

how-schema that is utilized for its actual motor be-

havior; the mentally-simulated behavior would also 

occur through a retrieval from the same or a similar 

how-schema. The rationale comes from the likely in-

terconnection between motor and cognition, as 

touched on in the Introduction. Thus, a gender dis-

crepancy in physical behavior characterized by phys-

ical strength is to be reflected in a cognitive behavior. 

In this way, it could explain why the male consist-

ently outperforms the female in mental rotation. 

Noted is that the interpretation is not specific to the 

gender factor but the factor of physical characteris-

tics. Thus, it might be beneficial to test for future 

studies the factor of physical characteristics as in the 

followings: a between-participants design (e.g., ath-

letes or bodybuilders and those-not among females). 

 

Experiment 2 

This experiment aimed to describe (1) whether a pri-

ority-based rank-ordering technique has the potential 

of its usage. Besides, it aimed to clarify (2) whether 

the performance ranks of mental rotation tasks from 

Experiment 1 are correlated with that of assembling 

blocks. In addition, if at least one significant associ-

ation was confirmed, it aimed to clarify (3) whether 

a difference in the strength of association exists be-

tween MT and FT towards assembling blocks. 

Where no significance was observed, the analysis 

sought to clarify (4) how much sample size is re-

quired for a future study in Experiment 2 and across 

the two experiments. 

 

Method 

Sample size. Design. The whole sample size in the 

present study was estimated in consideration of Ex-

periment 2. The Pearson product-moment correla-

tion coefficient of r = .75, which is the midpoint of 

the large effect size range (Cohen, 1988), was 

adopted. Besides the correlation coefficient, alpha 

level = .05, approximate power = .80, and two-tails 

were used to estimate the sample size of 10; the cal-

culation was processed through the pwr2ppl package 

(Aberson, 2019, 2022).  

Accuracy index. Similar research was performed 

for preschool or primary school children to see an 

association between building blocks and mental ro-

tation (Brosnan, 1998; Zhang et al., 2020). As noted 

in the Introduction, the very studies used the data of 

aggregated angle-free accuracy for behavioral anal-

ysis (Brosnan, 1998; Zhang et al., 2020). One possi-

ble reason might be to ensure focused concentration 

through small trials. However, the sensitivity of de-

tecting an association might have been obscured at 

the cost of losing the unique feature of mental rota-

tion, which would become detrimental to differenti-

ating individual capabilities.  

Among the very studies, one study found no sig-

nificant association between a score based on accu-

racy in mental rotation and the complexity score of 

building blocks (Zhang et al., 2020). About its meth-

odology, however, it should be noted that 70 unit 
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blocks in unique shapes were utilized at their discre-

tion to construct a purpose-designed house. (Zhang 

et al., 2020). This differs from a traditional 3D object 

of multiple unit cubes, more complex in shape, to be 

mentally rotated dynamically. Besides, 2D house 

stimuli with nine of black or white windows were 

utilized in the mental rotation task (Zhang et al., 

2020). This also differs from that of mental rotation 

in 3D. Furthermore, the very study did not describe 

a specified time frame for the mental rotation task 

(Zhang et al., 2020). This might have missed individ-

ual differences in capability due to the speed-accu-

racy tradeoff. On these points, however, closely 

matching factors between building blocks and men-

tal rotation might have been unrealizable because the 

tasks would otherwise become much more difficult 

for preschool children. 

Meanwhile, another study found a significant 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of r 

= .38 between the error rate in mental rotation and 

the test pages reached in constructing blocks 

(Brosnan, 1998). This effect size is interpreted as 

medium (Cohen, 1988). However, it should be noted 

that a score based on accuracy, away from reaction 

time, was used solely for primary analysis within a 

specified time frame (Brosnan, 1998). 

The priority-based rank-ordering technique. 

This accuracy index has a disadvantage dependent 

on task difficulties: one might encounter the ceiling 

effect or non-normality data. It should be reasonable 

that among those who have the maximum score, or 

broadly the same score, those who complete the task 

in a shorter time are more capable. For example, 

those students who are not best at math get scores 

below the maximum out of 100, where each of them 

is primarily identifiable by score, whereas those ca-

pable in math score 100. The capability is evident in 

that the latter group is more skilled in math than the 

former group. Under this notion, identifiable tags can 

be assigned to the former group but not to the latter 

group due to the same equal values. 

This procedure encounters a drawback in both 

traditional parametric and nonparametric correla-

tions because one might either proceed into analysis, 

discard the data of the latter group, or conduct a sep-

arate analysis for the two groups. The drawback 

should become more apparent in plenty of equal val-

ues. On this point, ordering ranks further could be 

applied to the latter group by assigning ranks based 

on how fast students completed the math test. In this 

way, all students can be incorporated into the same 

analysis. 

 

Figure 6. AT (Assembling task). A target object is 

displayed. 

 

The flow from ER as a primary priority then to 

RT as a secondary priority is because the accuracy 

scale goes as discrete with two ceilings, whereas that 

of RT goes as continuous with one ceiling. The ceil-

ing of the latter is virtually impossible to be reached. 

This is because it takes around 200 msec on average 

at the pinnacle to simply respond to a stimulus 

(Woods et al., 2015). Besides, accuracy likely mat-

ters more at the end point of a flow in many fields 

than speed in society (e.g., assembling goods in the 

manufacturing industry, entrance exams in education, 

and marathons in sports). In these regards, a tech-

nique of ordering ranks based on priority should be 

helpful to differentiate and predict those capable 

among a group of individuals. 

Summary. With these notations considered, the 

strength of association would be stronger through the 

Spearman rank-order correlation if angles were sep-

arately treated and both mean RT plus ER were in-

corporated into a data set of ranks. 

Participants. The same participants of Experiment 

1 joined the experiment.  

Stimuli. Target objects were created through 

Blender (Community, 2021).  

Assembling task (AT). This task required to assem-

ble with blocks a target object that appears on the 

display monitor (See Figure 6). 

Apparatus. The stimuli appeared on the same equip-

ment used at Experiment 1. The same foot pedal with 

two steps was used to record the completion time. 3D 

plastic block parts, flat or zigzag in 3D shape, with 

embedded magnets were used to construct a target 

object. 

Design. The experiment included three sessions, 

each having a three-minute time frame, along with a 

practice period in the beginning. Each session had 
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one trial. The practice period utilized two block com-

ponents, and the task was worked on in a pre-defined 

order.  

Procedure. Participants were situated in the same 

way as in Experiment 1. Participants were instructed 

to assemble a target object as fast and accurately as 

possible by using three block components. Partici-

pants were to press either step of the foot pedal after 

completing the assembly. RT and accuracy were rec-

orded. The block components were arranged in a pre-

defined alignment onto a wooden board that was 

covered with a towel. Participants were to uncover 

the towel to start the assembly after a target stimulus 

appeared on the display monitor. 

Data curation. Mean RTs and ERs were consoli-

dated into one data set as an ordinal scale. First, ERs 

were given ranks: smaller values with higher ranks. 

Second, if ERs had the same rank, mean RTs were 

used to rearrange the rank order among them: smaller 

values with higher ranks. The same procedure was 

applied for those of MT and FT from Experiment 1. 

Data analysis. The Pearson product-moment corre-

lation was applied to detect an association in perfor-

mance ranks between AT and either MT or FT from 

Experiment 1, through the rstatix package (Kas-

sambara, 2022a). Then, where at least one significant 

difference in the Spearman rank-order correlation 

coefficient from zero was observed in either correla-

tion, a comparison of these coefficients at the very 

angle was applied through the Hotelling-Williams t-

test (Weaver & Wuensch, 2013). The calculation 

was processed through the cocor package 

(Diedenhofen, 2022; Diedenhofen & Musch, 2015). 

The procedure is because the Fisher z-transformation 

of the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients, 

especially in data under non-normality, was indi-

cated to be tolerant (Myers & Sirois, 2006). 

Power analysis was processed through the 

pwr2ppl package (Aberson, 2019, 2022). 

 

Results 

Correlation in each angle. The Pearson product-

moment correlation showed a significant association 

of performance ranks between AT and FT solely at 

the angle of 180° with the Bonferroni-Holm correc-

tion [rs(7) = .883, p = .019] (See Table 1). At this 

angle, however, the Hotelling-Williams t-test 

showed no significant difference in the correlation 

coefficients between FT and MT [t(6) = 1.97, p 

= .097, q = .93]. 

Table 1. The Spearman rank-order correlation coef-

ficients of MT and FT towards AT in performance at 

each level of the Angle factor. 

Angle MT FT 

0° −.300 (1) −.100 (.798) 

60° −.300 (1) .483 (1) 

120° .233 (1) .383 (1) 

180° .433 (1) .883* (.019) 

240° .317 (1) .367 (1) 

300° −.450 (1) .367 (1) 

Note. MT (Matching task). FT (Fitting task). AT 

(Assembling task). * p < .05 

 

Power analysis. Though one significant correlation 

was observed at the angle of 180°, no significant dif-

ference in the Spearman rank-order correlation coef-

ficients was observed at the very angle in the Ho-

telling-Williams t-test. In this regard, the power anal-

ysis at the very angle indicated the powers of .79 

and .82 with the sample sizes of 17 and 18, respec-

tively. 

 

Discussion 

Experiment 2 aimed to describe (1) whether a prior-

ity-based rank-ordering technique has the potential 

of its usage. Besides, it aimed to clarify (2) whether 

the performance ranks of MT and FT from Experi-

ment 1 are correlated with that of AT. In addition, if 

at least one significant association was confirmed, it 

sought to describe (3) whether a difference in the 

strength of association exists between MT and FT to-

wards AT. Where no significance was observed, the 

analysis sought to clarify (4) how much sample size 

is required for a future study in Experiment 2 and 

across the two experiments. 

Sample size. The correlation analysis indicated a 

significant association in performance ranks solely 

between FT and AT at the angle of 180°; the effect 

size is interpreted as large (Cohen, 1988). Thus, the 

sample size of nine still seemed manageable to detect 

a significant correlation. However, one sample was 

omitted from the analysis, which was short of the de-

signed sample size of 10. On this point, it would be 

better to have an extra sample on top of the designed 

size; it also applies to Experiment 1. 

From the two experiments, the desirable sample 

size for the main study based on the present design 

of experiments, also in consideration of potential 

outlier data, would be around 30. 
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The priority-based rank-ordering technique. The 

correlation outcome implies that the method of pri-

ority-based rank-ordering through the ER-then-RT 

order might effectively predict the capability of the 

performance among individuals. The technique 

would be unique supposedly in this area of research 

in mental rotation: many seem to prefer ER (Brosnan, 

1998; Cheung et al., 2020; Hawes et al., 2015; Zhang 

et al., 2020); some utilize mean RT (Lyu et al., 2016; 

Sekiyama, 1983); few utilize a combined continuous 

data (Dahm et al., 2022). 

Besides its usage in predicting an association, in-

tegrating mean RT and ER as one data set of ranks 

might be also useful in interventional research. The 

implication comes from a recent interventional study 

of puzzle video game, where a potential usage to 

adopt a combined continuous data of RT and ER 

through a formula was indicated (Safaei et al., 2022). 

In these regards, the priority-based rank-ordering 

technique could be utilized for practical purposes as 

one alternative or additional analysis, especially 

when one encounters the ceiling effect or non-nor-

mality. In doing so, the procedure of ordering ranks 

based on priority should be also stated beforehand. 

Priority-based paired p-value correction. The 

analysis might indicate that the capability of assem-

bling among individuals is predicted through the per-

formance ranks of FT at the angle with the highest 

mental workloads. However, it requires a cautious 

approach because the same outcome should have 

also occurred between MT, which behaves similarly 

in mental rotation at the angle of 180°, and AT. Thus, 

further research is desirable to see what makes this 

discrepancy if there indeed underlies a difference. 

In doing so, it would be better to use the priority-

based correction of p-values, as discussed in the dis-

cussion of Experiment 1. This is due to the implica-

tion that the p-values in focus might have been con-

servatively over-compensated; so much so that, but 

an additional procedure would be necessary for mul-

tiple correlations. This is because the same priority 

should be applied to both correlations in interests to 

control Type II errors, rather than its correction by 

one-by-one with step weights. For example, if two 

correlations are involved, its correction by pairs with 

even weights would be better (i.e., six pairs with 

weights of two steps until 12 in calculating the coef-

ficients of Experiment 2). In consideration of this 

point, the correction procedure of p-values that are 

paired, priority-based, and pre-planned during the 

design of experiments for multiple correlations 

should facilitate the interpretation of future studies. 

Computer-based prediction of assembling skills. 

In terms of the application into society, it indicated 

its potential for vocational rehabilitation. This is be-

cause behavioral performance through a computer 

screen could be used for predicting the capability of 

assembling blocks among individuals. This ad-

vantage is to save cost and time with merits for both 

employers and employees, compared with dexterity 

tests that necessitate analog materials (Yancosek & 

Howell, 2009). Also, the benefit would be massive 

in that the task can be applied in a large group with-

out its corresponding well-versed examiners. 

Besides, its application as one psychological test 

could be expanded to optimize, before deciding 

which skill to hone, future careers of the potential 

workforce (e.g., students at vocational school). This 

notion is plastic and could be expanded into aca-

demic education, which is to be discussed in a later 

section. 

A short-term cognitive primer. Another applica-

tion could be to use the psychological test to warm 

up fundamental cognitive functions right before as-

sembling designed wholes to facilitate the behavior. 

The first part of warming up basic functions 

would be helpful to facilitate performance on general 

tasks. This might be slightly indicative from an in-

terventional study, where mental rotation training 

with puzzle plus matching tasks with 2D objects in 

children had a marginally significant interaction ef-

fect as an intermediate transfer into one of similar 

tasks (i.e., 2D puzzle-like tasks) (Hawes et al., 2015); 

the effect size is interpreted as medium on the lower 

boundary (Cohen, 1988). Noted is that this could be 

interpreted as a near transfer because of a close sim-

ilarity to one of the three training games. 

For the second part of facilitating the assembly, 

a cognitive test with the specific stimuli that is uti-

lized on field likely brings a stronger effect onto 

productivity, thanks to its close similarity. This be-

comes somewhat indicative in the same study, where 

the mental rotation training with 2D objects had a 

significant interaction effect as a near transfer effect 

into closely-related tasks (i.e., 2D mental rotation 

tasks with stimuli of animals or letters) (Hawes et al., 

2015); the effect sizes are respectively interpreted as 

large and medium (Cohen, 1988). Thus, it may be 

more productive to set the stimuli to on-site condi-

tions as a short-term cognitive primer during em-

ployment to prime the subsequent assembling pro-

cess. In consideration of this point, differentiating a 

match and a mismatch on two consecutive tasks 

would be preferential. 
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Indeed, meta-analyses on the effect of mental 

practice before its cognitive or physical attempt ex-

cluded studies that had a mismatch between what 

was mentally practiced and what was performed 

(Driskell et al., 1994; Toth et al., 2020). On the effect 

of the mental practice, the studies reported a signifi-

cantly beneficial effect of mental practice before its 

attempt onto the subsequent cognitive and physical 

performances (Driskell et al., 1994; Toth et al., 

2020); the magnitude of mental practice effect 

seemed to be stronger onto the subsequent cognitive 

task than onto the subsequent physical task (Driskell 

et al., 1994). Additionally, the study indicated that 

the positive effect of the mental practice gradually 

weakened as an interval to its immediately-subse-

quent congruent attempt widened (Driskell et al., 

1994). In consideration of these points, it is reasona-

ble that the mental rehearsal of solving puzzles could 

become a short-term positive primer to the subse-

quent assembling if the mental practice was per-

formed right before the subsequent assembling. 

A long-term cognitive primer. The short-term cog-

nitive primer is not applicable before employment; 

thus, cognitive training with general stimuli as a cog-

nitive primer for the long-term benefit is preferred. 

The result of the present experiment is indicative of 

an association but no causal relationship; in this re-

gard, future studies could check whether the training 

through solving 3D puzzles facilitates the acquisition 

of general assembling skills. 

On this point, the close relationship between mo-

tor and cognition can be utilized. As indicated on the 

meta-analyses, the mental practice before its attempt 

led to a significant positive effect onto the subse-

quent cognitive and physical performances (Driskell 

et al., 1994; Toth et al., 2020); the positive effect 

seemed to be stronger onto the cognitive task than 

the physical task (Driskell et al., 1994). However, the 

later positive effect onto the physical task differed 

among task types between internally cued movement 

and externally cued movement (Toth et al., 2020); 

the magnitude of mental practice effect through ex-

ternally cued movement was indicatively compara-

ble to that of cognitive task (Toth et al., 2020). In 

consideration of these points, it is expected that the 

cognitive training through solving 3D puzzles bring 

a more positive effect onto the physical task of as-

sembling in the long-term especially if the task was 

set externally cued. This could be seen on field where 

parts are assembled on a conveyer belt step by step. 

Education on stereotypes and the who-schema. 

Stereotypes and the who-schema. One might en-

counter during cognitive training, however, a psy-

chological obstacle to sharpening the skill due to an-

other factor: stereotypes. A recent meta-analysis re-

ported that a gender difference where males perform 

better on mental rotation were modulated by the time 

frame in the test methodology (Maeda & Yoon, 

2013). Additionally, the review proposed at least five 

factors to explain the discrepancy in mental rotation: 

biology, strategy, experience, affect, and test meth-

odology (Maeda & Yoon, 2013). Regarding the af-

fect factor, stereotypes of an individual or a group of 

individuals would be powerful to have an influence 

onto one’s abilities because of its relevance to a 

schema; its repeated exposure further consolidates 

the schema of self or others, or who-schema for sim-

plicity. 

Indeed, a study on stereotypes reported that pri-

mary school children around eight or 10 years old al-

ready hold gender-stereotyped beliefs where better 

performance primarily lies on mental rotation plus 

math for the male and on the first language for the 

female (Moè, 2018). However, the stereotypes was 

not always aligned among the first-two tested tasks 

where a significantly better performance of the male 

was solely observed on mental rotation (Moè, 2018). 

Stereotype effects. In this regard to the discrep-

ancy between genders in mental rotation perfor-

mance and its self-awareness, the stereotype threat 

effect and the stereotype lift effect may play a role 

(Rahe & Quaiser-Pohl, 2020), not in terms with a 

gender factor as discussed in the Discussion at Ex-

periment 1 but an affect factor. The former effect was 

coined to conceptualize how stereotypes work as a 

negative primer in performance so that one becomes 

characteristic of a negatively-stereotyped group 

where the one belongs (Steele & Aronson, 1995). On 

the contrary, the latter effect was coined to concep-

tualize how stereotypes work as a positive primer in 

performance so that one becomes outperforming to-

wards a negatively-stereotyped outgroup or a nega-

tively-stereotyped task (Walton & Cohen, 2003). 

Thus, being primed either explicitly or implicitly 

through stereotypes seems influential to facilitate or 

impede performance, dependent on what to be refer-

enced as norms (e.g., ethnicity or task). 

On this point to the stereotype effects, stereo-

types in vocational training may become a promotor 

in one way to prime better performance and to en-

courage skill acquisition (e.g., the stereotype lift due 

to an outgroup that has the lower score in solving 

puzzles). In contrast, it may become a suppressor in 
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another way to prime worse performance and to dis-

courage the acquisition (e.g., the stereotype threat 

due to the gender bias in mental rotation). Noted is 

that the stereotype lift effect may become detri-

mental to a whole group, because of its correspond-

ing friction between groups that are created through 

a partition within the whole group. 

Summary. With these accounts taken, it might be 

effective for instructors to become aware of the ste-

reotype effects and to work on preventing adverse ef-

fects onto consolidating the who-schema (e.g., hold-

ing workshops on gender stereotypes). Besides, the 

association between mental rotation and assembling 

to differentiate capabilities would be better for its us-

age as a reference rather than a determiner. 

The cognitive aptitude test on elemental abilities. 

Elasticity and plasticity. Another application to a so-

ciety could be expanded into academic education, 

one of which is a cognitive aptitude test at entrance 

exams for detecting potential talents based on ele-

mental abilities. In this way, a more fair chance could 

be given to those with socioeconomic disadvantages, 

who are likely not exposed to enough preparatory ed-

ucation (e.g., private tutor or cram school). 

Indeed, a meta-analytic study indicated that the 

gap in academic performance has widened over dec-

ades in the US between the children from low-in-

come families and those from high-income families 

(Reardon, 2011). The implication is crucial, and the 

trend was suggested to be led by increased parental 

investment into child education due to shifting de-

mands on societal and individual levels over the 

years (Reardon, 2011). Noted is that the factor of pa-

rental education was indicated to be a stronger pre-

dictor to academic achievement than that of family 

income (Reardon, 2011). Nevertheless, both socio-

economic factors seem to have a crucial role in child 

education. In these regards, the psychological test on 

fundamental skills may be suited to weigh more on 

nature rather than nurture, or more broadly elasticity 

over plasticity, regardless of parental socioeconomic 

status. 

The test battery on plasticity. However, it might 

have a drawback because elemental abilities could be 

still trained through nurture. On this point, there has 

to be an upper line on the ground level with less plas-

ticity where the performance reaches a plateau even 

after intensive efforts. This becomes apparent when 

a small set of abilities is singled out for competition 

rather than a combined set (e.g., sprint and baseball). 

In addition, these abilities are commonly utilized 

daily and accessible to all citizens to be enhanced 

(e.g., spatial ability to throw a squashed ball of paper 

into a garbage bin). 

In terms of elemental abilities, the psychological 

test of the present study requires neither numerical 

nor verbal comprehension, which should be permea-

ble across ages. Besides, because the present psycho-

logical experiment analyzes the data in detail, it 

could be used as a supplementary or an alternative to 

the visuo-spatial task of cognitive tests that measures 

their abilities broadly, such as the Wechsler Adult In-

telligence Scale (Wechsler, 2008). 

As the name indicates, the test kit measures and 

quantifies intelligence; the latest inventory specifies 

scores on the following indexes: “Verbal Compre-

hension, Perceptual Reasoning, Working Memory, 

and Processing Speed” (Wechsler, 2008, p.8). These 

indexes further consist of core sets and supplemen-

tary subsets (Wechsler, 2008). The general intelli-

gence can be calculated solely from the former sets 

(Wechsler, 2008). Noted is that the verbal and 

memory tasks require to be well aware of the con-

cepts, or schemas, of both words and the methodol-

ogy for arithmetic calculation. The procedure differs 

from the other tasks: the visual reasoning task re-

quires to mentally or physically rotate objects; the 

speed task requires to find objects and to write the 

responses. These two tasks are permeable, or ele-

mental, across ages regardless of how much rich ed-

ucation one has received to solidify schemas on the 

higher cognitive level. Noted is that the visual rea-

soning task uses an overall score that is free of task 

difficulties. Thus, it might be one way to differenti-

ate individuals per the degree of difficulty by detect-

ing with sensitivity those capable, as utilized in the 

present experiment. 

Furthermore, but not strongly, excessive reliance 

onto the test battery may lead to a commercial mo-

nopoly as a hindrance to the benefits of citizens. This 

might generally occur when a citizen pays a high 

price, to receive a benefit from academic studies, to 

a mediator that is equipped for any what is priced by 

the sole provider. This situation would be detri-

mental to those with socioeconomic backgrounds, as 

touched in the discussion. However, it is reasonable 

for the developer to be given with credits because the 

development of intellectual products come with ef-

forts and dedication. In these regards, it might be 

beneficial to have another standardized inventory to 

focus on elemental abilities regardless of socioeco-

nomic status, mainly in consideration of the common 

good. 

The test battery on elasticity. Even with these 

considerations, what to be measured for elemental 
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abilities remains open, in consideration of the modu-

larity of cognition. On this point, the interconnection 

between motor and cognition could be utilized to cat-

egorize main sets and subsets. Indeed, physical skills 

can be divided into the followings in one way: “agil-

ity, balance, coordination, speed, power, and reac-

tion time” (Caspersen et al., 1985, p.128). In a simi-

lar way but more broadly, cognitive abilities should 

be also divided into main sets. Then, these main sets 

should be further divided into subsets. In the case of 

spatial abilities as the main set, it could be catego-

rized as the followings: “spatial perception, mental 

rotation, and spatial visualization” (Linn & Petersen, 

1985, p.1482). In this regard, the results from the 

present study can be utilized to measure one’s 

strength in mental rotation among the spatial skills, 

which is then to be used to estimate potential applied 

skills (e.g., assembling or math). Further blushing of 

the elemental cognition test is desirable. Future stud-

ies may summarize each set or dig into correlations 

between elemental abilities and also applied skills 

(e.g., designing architecture). 

Arithmetic, mental rotation, and schemas. Sym-

bolic and non-symbolic arithmetic. Another usage in 

education is to teach arithmetic. As touched on in the 

Introduction, recent studies found mixed evidence of 

mental rotation training to improve arithmetic per-

formance in primary school children through train-

ing with mental rotation tasks (Cheng & Mix, 2014; 

Cheung et al., 2020; Hawes et al., 2015). In this re-

gard, the puzzle task may be associated with arith-

metic addition. This is because solving puzzles, the 

task of which is similar to building blocks, requires 

to mentally construct a meaningful whole by adding 

parts; the concept can be stated through the Gestalt 

theory by “The whole is something else than the sum 

of its parts” (Koffka, 1935, p.176). In an apparently 

similar way, the arithmetic addition might require to 

construct a meaningful whole by adding parts of Ar-

abic numerals, which should be unique from that of 

mentally comparing two wholes. 

There is likely, however, some underlying con-

ceptual discrepancy between the puzzle task and the 

arithmetic addition in Arabic numerals. This is be-

cause each Arabic numeral is unique as an abstract 

symbol that points to a count. Thus, literally adding, 

or combining, these symbols is meaningless (e.g., 1 

+ 5 = 15 or 1 + 5 = 51). This is different from that of 

some Roman numerals (e.g., not I + V = IV but I + 

V = VI). In this regard, the calculation of Arabic nu-

merals itself is not arithmetic but rather mnemonic. 

Operands in the examples above are symbols, 

which are created artificial and to be conceptually 

operated; whereas, physical objects are existant to be 

physically or mentally operated. Thus, it makes no 

sense to those who are not familiar with the symbols 

when facing them, which is contrary to the non-sym-

bols. Non-symbols and symbols are not separate but 

connected in that language abstractly integrate non-

symbols as parts into a symbol as a whole; one sym-

bol can stand for affluent meaning. These operands 

are then to be translated into another whole through 

symbolic or non-symbolic arithmetic. 

Exact non-symbolic arithmetic. Arithmetic has 

four basic operators: addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation, and division. The last two operators can be 

respectively compensated by addition and subtrac-

tion. Furthermore, arithmetic addition can compen-

sate for the other three operators if negative operands 

are incorporated; however, minus counts are artifi-

cial, and it becomes a burden to grasp its practical 

purpose in early learners. Thus, the following discus-

sion bases on arithmetic addition and subtraction 

with plus counts. 

In the case of exact non-symbolic addition, the 

calculation would be processed by integrating two 

operands (e.g., • + ••••• = ••••••). In the very example, 

rows can help grasp the count by mentally transfer-

ring and fitting a dot (e.g.,  +  =  +  =  ); 

(A) the process of mentally transferring and fitting a 

piece into the space is conceptually similar in part to 

that of solving puzzles. 

The explanation of the very mental manipulation 

in the background is slightly different from a visual 

example, where two sets of tokens on a flat plane 

were approached in the arithmetic addition by over-

lapping visual patterns through mental imagery (e.g., 

 +  =  ) (Hawes et al., 2015). The basis of this 

example would come from a field study, where in-

digenous Australian children whose language has 

not enough concept of counting words were reliant 

on the pattern strategy to make their mats by over-

lapping spatial layouts of tokens hidden under a 

cover (Butterworth et al., 2011). This is contrary to 

the outcome where their counterparts of urban chil-

dren whose language has the concepts relied on the 

enumeration strategy to make their mats by aligning 

tokens randomly or linearly (Butterworth et al., 

2011); noted is that audible counting was frequently 

accompanied during the very process (Butterworth et 

al., 2011). 

In the case of exact non-symbolic subtraction, 

however, an alternative strategy could be taken. As 
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an example to calculate dots through mental manip-

ulation, each dot in the subtrahend can be mentally 

transferred to match with each dot in the minuend 

(e.g., •• is spatially matched with •••); the remaining 

unmatched dots equal to a difference (i.e., •). In this 

regard, (B) the matching task in mental rotation 

might be related in part with the exact non-symbolic 

arithmetic subtraction, in that two whole objects of 

parts are compared to see whether both match. 

Non-symbols and mental rotation. As described 

in (A) and (B), mental rotation may be conceptually 

similar in part to non-symbolic arithmetic in meth-

odology: specifically, FT and the addition; MT and 

the subtraction. However, similarity in degrees likely 

differs. 

In the case of FT and the addition, the arithmetic 

addition requires to mentally transfer and fit one el-

emental unit into the puzzle space; whereas, FT re-

quires to mentally rotate, mentally transfer and fit a 

part of elemental units into the space of the counter-

part puzzle piece to create a whole of elemental units. 

Thus, the similarity in methodology seems to solely 

lie in the processes of mental transfer and part of fit-

ting. 

In the case of MT and the subtraction, the arith-

metic subtraction requires to mentally transfer and 

match each elemental unit of two operands to find 

unmatched dots; whereas, MT requires to mentally 

rotate, mentally transfer, and match two wholes. 

Thus, the purpose of comparison might be different 

between them in their reaches of range. The distinc-

tion becomes more apparent through the Venn dia-

gram (i.e., A covers B becomes A > B; A fails to 

cover B becomes A ≠ B; A covers B and vice versa, 

or A matches B, becomes A = B); MT only covers 

equality and inequality. Hence, the similarity seems 

to lie on the process of mental transfer and part of 

matching process. 

In consideration of these points, mental rotation 

might be slightly connected to non-symbolic arith-

metic; nevertheless, there has to be a better way to 

learn arithmetic, the point of which is to be taken into 

account. The calculation methodology in the exam-

ples discussed relied on mental manipulation in 

small counts. In this regard, there should be a maxi-

mum point where the spatial strategy works when 

processing large counts. 

The speed-accuracy compatibility in searches. 

The mental operation to process information is con-

ducted in either serial or parallel (Townsend, 1990). 

The serial processing is a sequential process where 

each object or subtask is worked on exclusively one 

at a time in the same average amount of time (Town- 

send, 1990). This differs from the parallel processing, 

which is a simultaneous process where multiple ob-

jects or subtasks are worked on at the same time 

(Townsend, 1990). 

One example is seen graphically in the conjunc-

tion search, where reaction time was indicated to in-

crease linearly per the spatial range of items (Treis-

man & Gelade, 1980); the order was suggested to be 

processed attentively in serial (Treisman & Gelade, 

1980). The attentive process requires a foveal focus 

onto a target to exactly process a part of the whole 

information that is approximated at the start. The se-

rial process differs from how features were indicated 

to be processed pre-attentively in parallel (Treisman 

& Gelade, 1980). These conjunction and feature 

searches are distinctive in how they are processed; 

however, the two processing could be explained 

through the feature-integration theory of attention to 

automatically process features in parallel and atten-

tively integrate these features in serial into a complex 

whole (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). 

Noted is that the serial processing model seems 

more general when the index in focus is reaction time 

(Townsend, 1990); whereas, the parallel processing 

model seems more general when the index in focus 

is accuracy (Townsend, 1990). In these regards, the 

two processes might be supplementary each other 

(Townsend, 1990). These notions could be applied 

into the feature-integration theory of attention: the 

parallel processing to process features as accurate as 

possible, whereas the serial processing to integrate 

features as fast as possible. This is reasonable be-

cause integration inevitably fails in its accuracy if 

what to be integrated are still obscure in its accuracy. 

In other words, accuracy in a static parallel process 

likely matters more than speed in a dynamic serial 

process within human cognition; the term static is 

meant for not motionless in the absolute domain but 

in the relative domain: namely, the law of inertia, or 

the first law of motion (Newton, 1687/1846). The in-

terpretation well aligns with the ER-then-RT order 

of the priority-based rank-ordering technique. 

Another example of processing information is 

also similarly seen graphically in the memory search, 

where reaction time was found to increase linearly 

per the number of items to mentally scan one-to-six 

items memorized in the short term to detect a target 

item (Sternberg, 1966). Though the serial processing 

was proposed for its explanation (Sternberg, 1966), 

the parallel processing was also proposed as another 

interpretation to mimic its linearity (Townsend, 

1990). 

The memory search shares with the conjunction 
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search the same linearity between the reaction time 

and the degree of difficulty but might differ in how 

error rates proceed. In the conjunction search, higher 

error rates were indicated on a wider range of items 

(Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The result could be in-

terpreted as the speed-accuracy compatibility that 

the very task condition on the conjunction search re-

quired a longer foveal walk to reach and to identify 

a target; subsequently, it came with errors per the 

task difficulty. The trend, however, seems different 

in the other task; low error rates were observed over 

all the trials with less than 1.5% in the memory 

search (Sternberg, 1966). On this point, however, the 

result might be because the intensity of the task was 

lenient in remembering the maximum of six items in 

the short term. This is indicative from a study, as 

touched on the Discussion at Experiment 1, where 

the working memory was suggested to have a finite 

capacity of around four chunks (Cowan, 2001). In 

another way, the participants might have utilized 

chunks to handle more items than their capacities. 

On the other hand, the participants in the memory 

search might have been with a larger capacity in 

working memory, because the study was participated 

by well-learned college students (Sternberg, 1966). 

With these points taken, exact arithmetic in large 

non-symbolic counts would be also processed in a 

longer foveal walk and with a small working bag of 

memory; the consequence comes with more errors in 

accordance with the speed-accuracy compatibility. 

The size of working memory and non-symbols. 

Indeed, a study on Amazonian indigenes whose lan-

guage has apparent numeric concepts until five indi-

cated that their performance was significantly lower 

than that of their French counterparts in exact non-

symbolic arithmetic subtraction in dots (Pica et al., 

2004); this was so even though the indigenes man-

aged the approximate non-symbolic addition to com-

pare two wholes in degrees comparable to that of 

their French counterparts (Pica et al., 2004). Noted is 

that the indigenes managed the minuend until three 

in the very subtraction above a chance level through 

a verbal response (Pica et al., 2004). This may imply 

that they could handle the exact subtraction not 

where operands are conceptualized until five through 

language but where the minuend and the subtrahend 

sum to around four (i.e., ••• − •• is manageable but 

more difficult in •••• − ••). This calculating process 

further implies that the exact subtraction itself in a 

small count was likely applied through the mental 

manipulation rather than the language manipulation 

(i.e., •••• − •• as it is rather than •••• – •• to 4 – 2). 

The interpretation above partly came from that 

the calculation is restricted by the capacity of work-

ing memory, which was suggested to be around four 

chunks (Cowan, 2001); the language is simply a me-

dium to convey the calculated outcome, regardless of 

its capability to have concepts until or beyond five. 

In other words, exact non-symbolic arithmetic sub-

traction in small counts seems to not necessarily re-

quire exact numerical language to calculate small 

non-symbolic counts. Thus, one is expected to be-

have in a similar way when responding non-verbally. 

Indeed, the interpretation is supported on a different 

task, where the same result in the very subtraction 

was replicated through a visual response (Pica et al., 

2004). In consideration of these points, it is likely 

that the capacity of the working memory plays a role 

in exact non-symbolic arithmetic subtraction in 

small counts, regardless of numerical concepts 

through language. 

A similar analogy could be applied to exact 

arithmetic addition, in line with the interpretation 

that the capacity of the working memory binds arith-

metic calculation in small counts (i.e., ••• + •• is man-

ageable but more difficult in •••• + ••). The operands 

in the former sums to five, which is around the ca-

pacity of four; whereas, those in the latter sums to six, 

more far from four. Thus, one is expected to make 

more mistakes in the latter arithmetic, regardless of 

whether the one has a language concept of six.  

The interpretation states that exact non-symbolic 

arithmetic in small counts can be processed without 

the help of language; however, the calculation can be 

also applied through language manipulation. 

Exact symbolic arithmetic in small counts. On 

the contrary to the non-symbolic arithmetic, the sym-

bolic calculation goes that wholes of dots are trans-

lated into symbols, calculated through language ma-

nipulation, and then translated back into non-sym-

bols (e.g., ••• and ••, to 3 and 2, to 3 + 2, to 5, and to 

•••••; ••• and ••, to 3 and 2, to 3 – 2, to 1, and to •). 

Noted is that it requires the methodological language 

concept to calculate two operands of symbols (i.e., 3 

+ 2 = 5 and 3 – 2 = 1). 

Dynamic and static methodologies. The interpre-

tations discussed above suggest that arithmetic cal-

culation might be operated through a hierarchy of 

two systems: dynamic methodology through mental 

manipulation in a serial process and static methodol-

ogy through language manipulation in a parallel pro-

cess. The distinction is clear in that the former ma-

nipulation requires operating the spatial information 

of objects (i.e., physical stimuli on the cognitive 
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ground level); whereas, the latter manipulation re-

quires operating non-spatial information of objects 

(i.e., psychological concepts on the cognitive higher 

level). 

However, the interpretation is restricted in small 

counts; thus, an additional operator is necessary to 

handle large counts: specifically, enumeration as a 

dynamic methodology. This operator seems crucial 

in arithmetic because both arithmetic addition and 

subtraction can benefit from the process; the operator 

makes it possible to grasp exact counts of operands 

through a serial process. In addition to enumeration, 

handling non-symbols in an operand as a whole, or a 

chunk, rather than parts as wholes should be also cru-

cial because of the capacity restriction of the work-

ing memory (i.e., spatial chunking through layers or 

non-spatial chunking through language). 

Exact arithmetic in large counts. The term chunk 

is defined as “a collection of concepts that have 

strong associations to one another and much weaker 

associations to other chunks concurrently in use” 

(Cowan, 2001, p.89). This notion could be helpful in 

exact non-symbolic arithmetic in large counts. For 

example, large dots can be separated for later calcu-

lation (e.g., •••••, to ••• and ••, and to a chunk of ••• 

and a chunk of ••). In the example, the original 

chunks of five was translated into the two separate 

chunks, which becomes manageable. Larger counts 

can be attained by utilizing the maximum concept in 

counts and conceptualizing the added-one as part of 

enumeration (e.g., •••••, to five, to five + •, and to a 

new concept of six) 

Conceptually, arithmetic in large counts could 

be separated into chunks: the concept chunk, the re-

ceiver chunk, the transit chunk, and the sender 

chunk; then, they operate in parallel whereas trans-

ferring operands and enumeration operate in serial. 

Each dot in the transit chunk from the sender chunk 

is mentally transferred into the receiver chunk to be 

cumulatively enumerated to update the concept 

chunk (e.g., ••••••, to •••• + ••, to the receiver chunk 

of •••• connected to the concept chunk of four + the 

transit chunk of • + the sender chunk of •, to the re-

ceiver chunk of ••••• connected to the concept chunk 

of five + the transit chunk of •, and to the receiver 

chunk of •••••• connected to the concept chunk of 

six). The last chunks can be virtually treated as one 

because the receiver chunk and the concept chunk 

have a strong association to one another. 

With these accounts taken into account, another 

strategy other than the enumeration strategy might 

have been utilized by the Amazonian indigenes: spe-

cifically, the methodology to see the non-symbols as 

a whole, as in the pattern strategy by the indigenous 

Australian children (Butterworth et al., 2011). In-

deed, the Amazonian indigenes seems to rarely use 

fingers to perceive counts (Pica et al., 2004). Noted 

is that the indigenous Australian children also did not 

utilize fingers to perceive counts (Butterworth et al., 

2011). Folding fingers represent enumeration pro-

cess, and the folded fingers can represent concepts 

(e.g., two folded fingers represent the number of 

two). Hence, both enumeration in exact non-sym-

bolic arithmetic and linking the non-symbolic counts 

as a chunk to a numerical concept through language 

likely play a role in arithmetic addition in large 

counts. Noted is that the pattern strategy could be in-

terpreted as overlapping or counting layers in serial. 

In this regard, the pattern strategy could be consid-

ered as spatial enumeration, which is unique from 

arithmetic enumeration. The spatial enumeration 

seems analogically similar to the attentive serial pro-

cess to integrate features into a complex whole in the 

feature-integration theory of attention.  

In the case of the subtraction, the strategy with 

chunks and enumeration in the addition can be uti-

lized to create two sets; these two sets are then to be 

mentally matched to find the unmatched, as in the 

Venn diagram in small counts. The process likely 

takes efforts, and language manipulation should be a 

better strategy. 

Mental and language manipulations. With these 

accounts considered, both language and mental ma-

nipulations would be effective, but supposedly more 

influential through language in consideration of the 

advantage in conceptualization on the cognitive 

higher level. However, the language manipulation 

implicitly bases on the mental manipulation on the 

cognitive ground level; thus, both systems working 

in tandem to logically understand the concepts to link 

non-symbolic counts to symbols and also to under-

stand the concepts of methodological calculations 

should facilitate their arithmetic learning (i.e., the 

what-schema to link non-symbols to symbols; the 

how-schema for dynamic and static methodologies). 

This differs from simply memorizing the numerical 

language. 

School children are to learn arithmetic early in 

education. The whole procedure requires steps and 

consumes mental efforts through the transformation 

between numeral concepts and mental images. In re-

sponse, one might want to simply, in line with the 

decimal system, memorize semantically and proce-

durally the followings: basic Arabic numbers and the 

calculation in the first digit; the column method in 

large numbers (e.g., addition with carry-over). These 
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memorizations could be taken as consolidating the 

what-schemas and the how-schemas as mentioned. 

In the memorizing process, children would prefer the 

logic, or the order of cause and effect, why they are 

so conceptually: namely, the why-schema for sim-

plicity. This process is operated by counting and or-

dering operands of facts (i.e., logic enumeration), 

and it should be more preferred than being urged for 

no reason to memorize. 

Arithmetic enumeration and logic enumeration 

apparently differ in whether operands are identifia-

ble (i.e., combination and permutation). If unidenti-

fiable in a whole, it becomes arithmetic enumeration 

(i.e., counting operands); whereas, if identifiable in a 

whole, it becomes logic enumeration (i.e., counting 

and ordering operands). In consideration of these ac-

counts, non-symbolic support as a supplementary in 

a logical explanation could help consolidate the why-

schema and assist the learning process as mentioned. 

One downside is that mental and language ma-

nipulations may be tough to early starters in arithme-

tic, especially in that they have to count from one to 

unknown in large counts. On this point, it could be 

an effective strategy to guess approximately how 

many counts are existant there. In this way, they can 

grasp an approximate sense of confidence with an es-

timated goal in mind, as in efficiently scheduling 

physical efforts in a marathon with the solid goal line 

yet vaguely away from the start line; it should be cha-

otic to start an unknown distance without grasping 

approximately where the goal line stands.  

Approximate arithmetic in large counts. Indeed, 

the effectiveness in approximate arithmetic is indic-

atively supported by an interventional study, where 

preschool children with a small knowledge of con-

cepts in arithmetic significantly improved more 

through non-symbolic approximate arithmetic train-

ing with homogeneous items in 10 daily sessions 

over two-to-three weeks (Park et al., 2016); the effect 

size was interpreted as small (Cohen, 1988). Thus, 

approximate arithmetic seems related to exact arith-

metic in general. In light of this, approximation may 

play a role in arithmetic as a chunk. It should be 

noted that part of the training might have utilized ex-

act arithmetic in the study, in that the children were 

instructed to imagine the total counts after arithmetic 

addition or subtraction, as the bumper task, right be-

fore all the four tasks of comparing or matching two 

sets (i.e., to imagine total items dropped into or taken 

from a bucket through two arrays right before com-

paring or matching the count in the bucket with the 

count in another bucket) (Park et al., 2016); each op-

erand in the two arrays ranged from 4 to 16 items in 

the addition or from 12 to 40 in the subtraction in 

approximately 87% of the trials (Park et al., 2016). 

Thus, there might be some room for further investi-

gation to see whether approximate arithmetic in large 

counts help better arithmetic and also to see whether 

approximation is indeed utilized for a goal-directed 

approach in exact arithmetic. 

Summary. In consideration of these accounts, 

the computational process of mental rotation might 

be indirectly, not directly, related in part to arithme-

tic to help consolidate the schemas. On this point, the 

intervention to educate arithmetic through mental ro-

tation in solving puzzles for a whole and in compar-

ing wholes might be respectively effective in arith-

metic addition and subtraction to a small degree 

slightly in effect sizes. However, exact arithmetic 

training through dynamic and static methodologies, 

in addition to approximate non-symbolic arithmetic 

training, is likely more effective in consolidating the 

schemas, which eventually comes with better perfor-

mance.  

The schemas of the seven circumstances. Ra-

tionale. The aforementioned discussion implies a 

close link between language and schemas. Even 

though the language apparently fails to explain some 

behaviors in arithmetic, it still holds a crucial role to 

sum parts into a meaningful whole. Nevertheless, a 

question arises about from where these parts derive; 

signals might directly come through sensation, indi-

rectly after the integration of sensation, or other sys-

tematic routes. Either way, there would be reasona-

ble to have ponds of parts to create a meaningful 

whole at the end point of a flow. The sources might 

be this or that based on each interpretation; however, 

the answer from each interpretation to a question 

should end up in the same state regardless of how to 

be solved. With this point into account, the close in-

terconnection between language and concept could 

be utilized. 

Language conceptualizes parts into a meaningful 

whole as seen defined in a dictionary book. When 

one wants to see the definition of a word, the one can 

bring it and flip its pages to find the definition. How-

ever, the process could be also performed by giving 

questions about the same definition of the word to a 

dictionary with artificial intelligence: namely, seven 

questions: who, what, where, when, with what or 

who, why, and how. These conceptual elements de-

rive from the Nicomachean Ethics by Aristotle 

(Sloan, 2010). More specifically, the circumstances 

of an act is divided into the followings: “(1) the who, 

(2) the what, (3) around what place or (4) in which 
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time something happens, and sometimes (5) with 

what, such as an instrument, (6) for the sake of what, 

such as saving a life, and (7) the how, such as gently 

or violently” (Sloan, 2010, p.239); any ignorance of 

these kinds appears to have one act involuntarily 

(Sloan, 2010). These circumstances are to describe 

what makes an involuntary action, but it could be 

used to question and then describe what makes the 

one act involuntarily; or more broadly, it could be 

used to question from the point of psychology 

through philosophy and then describe physical plus 

psychological behaviors or psychological concepts 

that both behaviors derive from. Because of the ap-

parently close connection between psychology and 

philosophy, a proper term might be necessary for 

clarity, as in psychophysics, which is termed psy-

chophilosophy in the present paper. Furthermore, 

these elemental psychophilosophical kinds are 

termed the schemas of the seven circumstances for 

clarity. Hence, every concept, or schema, is to be de-

scribed from the elemental seven schemas. 

Limitations. Noted is that the number has not to 

be specific to this seven and might fluctuate. This is 

because the concept is likely more widely used, as in 

five W’s (and one H) for journalism in one view 

(Sloan, 2010), or more of 5W1H through the obser-

vations through experience. Nevertheless, the seven 

questions is sustainable to look into the circum-

stances as long as every circumstance can be de-

scribed by the kinds. The interpretation here goes 

with the seven questions. 

The questions are useful to describe behaviors or 

concepts, but there should be more limitations. One 

additional limitation is that the kinds of the seven cir-

cumstances could be all grounded onto the what after 

rephrased: namely, at what place, at what time, with 

what or who, on what basis, and in what way. Addi-

tionally, the who could be taken as the what because 

the physical vessel as a person is basically an object. 

In consideration of these points, the what could be 

interpreted as the primary schema in the schemas of 

the seven circumstances. To add more, a new schema 

of the questions could be added with prepositions 

and, conveniently, postpositions, when there arises a 

circumstance indescribable by the seven schemas. 

However, as mentioned before, the seven questions 

would be sustainable as long as each circumstance 

can be described by the kinds. 

Another limitation resides in a range of its appli-

cation restricted within human cognition which may 

yet encounter another additional circumstance. On 

this point, however, it may be still beneficial on a 

practical basis to describe the circumstances of most 

beings; the present likely-superiority of human cog-

nition as the operator of language might work as a 

whole to cover parts of the other currently known be-

ings. This is simply to indicate one part of the supe-

rior modularities restricted in the animal kingdom. 

All livings are superior in that they are existant, but 

their superiority resides in other modules or a mix-

ture of modules, some far exceeding that of human 

beings. The concept is clear on a diagram, where 

each whole of organisms resides on leaves of the 

phylogenetic tree (Darwin, 1859). 

One more limitation is that the sources might be 

better to be defined in another way: namely, through 

physics. Because our parts are in a physical domain, 

it is reasonable for every entity to be expressed 

through natural elemental units, or the seven units 

through the International System of Units in physics 

(International Bureau of Weights and Measures, 

2019): specifically, “second, metre, kilogram, am-

pere, kelvin, mole, and candela” (International Bu-

reau of Weights and Measures, 2019, p.130). These 

units are respectively applied in degrees to express 

physical concepts: “time, length, mass, electric cur-

rent, thermodynamic temperature, amount of sub-

stance, and luminous intensity” (International Bu-

reau of Weights and Measures, 2019, p.130). It is a 

nice coincidence that they share the same number of 

seven in the present physics with that in ancient phi-

losophy to describe behaviors of physical beings. It 

might also be similar in that the what is fundamental 

to construct the seven physical dimensions (e.g., the 

concept of length by connecting two points). 

The niche segregation. However, there likely lies 

a difference between the two systems. This is be-

cause one psychophilosophical kind is unique to 

have what the physical kinds have not: namely, the 

why. Indeed, the why stands out because of its sub-

jectivity among the domain of other circumstances 

that bases on objectivity (Sloan, 2010); the objection 

to its listing was anticipated by Aristotle (Sloan, 

2010). The distinction could be seen in a role-playing 

game, where a story proceeds in a hypothetical world 

based on the settings that transcend the bounds of the 

laws in physics; behaviors become unexplainable by 

the kinds in physics, whereas the psychophilosophi-

cal kinds can explain the behavior. To elaborate 

more in detail, the kinds of physics can describe the 

behaviors of the hardware but fails to describe the 

very behavior of the software; on the contrary, the 

kinds of psychophilosophy can describe both behav-

iors but abstractly. Hence, it could be that the psy-

chophilosophical kinds operate on plasticity, 

whereas the physical kinds operate on elasticity. 
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With the two systems separated, parts that come 

from the seven physical concepts is to be received as 

a meaningful whole at the endpoint of a flow by the 

seven psychophilosophical schemas, such as through 

the Gestalt principles of grouping after the feature-

integration theory of attention. Because the two sys-

tems apparently treat unique domains, it may become 

practically beneficial to have the schemas of the 

seven circumstances to describe circumstances in the 

plastic psychophilosophical level whereas the physi-

cal seven units describe circumstances below the 

schemas from the elastic physical level. 

Summary. To summarize, it would be beneficial 

to have a similar standardized system in the domain 

of psychology in consideration of the kind why, 

unique from the domain of physics. The schemas of 

the seven circumstances are deliberate and artificial; 

however, it could become one way to describe our 

cognitive dimensions from elemental and construc-

tive standard units, as in philosophy, mathematics, 

and physics. By its usage, every schema is to be de-

scribed through a mixture of the seven elemental 

schemas: namely, who-schema, what-schema, 

where-schema, when-schema, with-schema, why-

schema, and how-schema. The interpretation could 

be useful for practical purposes as its rough applica-

tion into a society (e.g., vocational rehabilitation, ed-

ucational rehabilitation, social rehabilitation, and 

medical rehabilitation). For future studies, further 

blushing of the interpretation is desirable (e.g., ho-

meostatic default state to have positive or negative 

schemas, representative schemas, and representative 

probability). 

The assembling model of schemas. The discussions 

above mentioned multiple interpretations, which 

likely makes their comprehension more difficult; 

subsequently, it likely comes with higher error rates 

in a longer reaction time in line with the speed-accu-

racy compatibility. In consideration of this point, 

general ideas are integrated into a proposed model 

for parsimony to permeable explain the behaviors: 

the assembling model of schemas (See Figure 7). 

The assembling line proceeds that a black box as 

a whole from the cognitive underground level is 

brought into the Sender on the cognitive ground level, 

above which lies the cognitive higher level. The in-

formation of the whole is transmitted through the 

Approximation to be representatively approximated 

to the Enumeration. Operands of black parts of the 

whole is mentally transferred into the Transit to be 

differentiated. The information of each part as a 

whole is transmitted through the Exaction to be repr- 

 

Figure 7. The schematic diagram of the assembling 

model of schemas. The dashed arrows and the solid 

circular arrows respectively indicate the direction of 

signals and the direction of rotation. Dotted shapes 

and the Oblivion are described for emphasis. Note. 

Operators, as described from left to right and from 

bottom to top. Oblivion (the state of oblivion). Trans-

fer belt (Mental transfer). Receiver (the Receiver 

chunk). Transit (the Transit chunk). Sender (the 

Sender chunk). Exaction (the Receiver-exaction 

chunk). Exaction (the Transit-exaction chunk). Ap-

proximation (the Sender-approximation chunk). 

Enumeration (spatial, arithmetic, or logic enumera-

tion). Severn Schemas (the schemas of the seven cir-

cumstances). Schemas (schemas). 

 

esentatively exacted to the Enumeration. The sifted 

parts as wholes are mentally transferred into the Re-

ceiver. The information of the parts as a whole is 

transmitted through the Exaction to be representa-

tively exacted to the Enumeration. The gathered 
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parts of information in the Enumeration is to be enu-

merated if conditions are met. The funneled whole of 

information in the Enumeration is to be transmitted 

based on conditions to itself for further enumeration, 

for feedback, or to the Seven Schemas for its consol-

idation. A schema on the Schemas is consolidated 

based on the elemental schemas on the Seven Sche-

mas. Physical or cognitive behaviors derive from 

their schemas on the Schemas. The worked inte-

grated whole, unintegrated parts, and their represen-

tations each returns to the Oblivion within a time 

frame. Not all operators, but the Sender and the Ap-

proximation as static methodologies besides the 

Transfer belt and the Enumeration as dynamic meth-

odologies, require activation to consolidate schemas. 

The Exaction chunks can cover the Receiver chunk 

and the Transit chunk, which virtually reduces the 

number to four chunks in full operation. 

Spatial enumeration bases on operands of spatial 

layers through approximation as intuition and exac-

tion as focus attention. Meanwhile, arithmetic enu-

meration bases on operands of non-differentiable 

non-symbols through approximation as intuition and 

exaction as language. Furthermore, logic enumera-

tion bases on operands of differential facts through 

approximation as intuition and exaction as verifica-

tion. 

More broadly, learning bases on enumeration 

with operands through the approximation of a whole 

and the exaction of the whole as parts. The disparity 

between the approximation and the exaction is to be-

come narrower through feedback. 

 

Limitation 

Questionnaire. The data was planned to detect a tac-

tical difference in how the two tasks were worked on. 

However, the questions might have been different 

from what was intended. This is because the inter-

nalization of reference 3D objects was reasonable to 

be shared between the two tasks. Besides, more 

count data were needed for analyzing three factors. 

In consideration of these points, acquiring either con-

tinuous data through new behavioral or physiologi-

cal methodology, in addition to another data type 

through the Likert scale with rank data, would be 

more desirable. 

P-value correction. The Bonferroni-Holm or the 

Bonferroni corrections were utilized throughout data 

analysis regardless of the data in interests, and this is 

because of being exploratory as a post hoc analysis. 

Future studies could use a pre-planned procedure for 

correcting p-values on a priority basis. 

AT. The task required to assemble three target stim-

uli in total. However, it might have been short of as-

signing each participant to a unique rank slot. Pre-

paring more target stimuli would further differentiate 

individual capabilities in assembling blocks. 

 

Conclusion 

The present study indicated that mental rotation is 

utilized to fit a 3D object into its 3D puzzle piece and 

that the task deviates from that of matching 3D ob-

jects. Additionally, it implied that the capability of 

fitting a 3D object into its 3D puzzle piece among 

individuals strongly associates with that of assem-

bling blocks. Besides, it indicated the potential of a 

priority-based rank-ordering technique to predict in-

dividual capabilities. A more rigorous and fine-tuned 

design of experiments with an estimated sample size 

would shed more light onto the results acquired. Fur-

thermore, the assembling model of schemas could 

help interpret our cognition and also support practi-

tioners on field. 
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